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Georgia-Pacific eliminates 300 jobs
Old Town mill operation halt blamed on unstable industry
By Rick Redmond
For The Maine Campus
Representatives from
Georgia-Pacific corporate head-
quarters in Atlanta, Ga. made
the announcement Friday that
nearly half, of the employees at
the Old Town G-P Paper Mill
would not be returning to work
on Monday.
The decision to halt opera-
tions of two giant tissue
machines and 13 converting
lines will leave about 300 men
and women unemployed.
"This decision has nothing to
do with the quality workforce at
Old Town; they've done an out-
standing job," David Spraley,
senior vice president of con-
sumer products manufacturing
said. "However, the over capac-
ity of paper, the mill's geo-
graphic location and energy and
fiber costs make this decision
necessary."
The announcement could not
have come at a worse time for
the people of Maine. Budget
shortfalls in the state and an
unstable pulp and paper industry
have reached crisis level.
"Maine has lost 23,000 man-
ufacturing jobs in the past eight
years," Rep. Mike Michaud said
in a statement. "It is time to
address the trade policies that
have proved to be so crippling
to our workers here and
throughout the nation."
Michaud has offered to pro-
vide whatever assistance neces-
sary through his office to the
workers laid off to ensure they
are back to work as soon as pos-
sible. Michaud has also been
actively petitioning the U.S.
Department of Labor to approve
a $23 million National
Emergency Grant to assist the
former employees of Great
Northern Paper and Georgia
Pacific. National Emergency
Grants are provided to states to
supplement existing job training
programs for dislocated work-
ers.
Members of Georgia-
Pacific's workforce have
responded with feelings of
shock and dismay to the
announcement of the layoffs.
"We may have seen it corn-
ing, but not like this," Rod
Agrell, a 35-year employee of
the G-P mill in Old Town said.
Agrell's position as a boiler
operator was spared from the
cutbacks but concern still
lingers among employees of a
ripple effect to other depart-
ments.
According to vice president
of Maine operations for G-P,
Ralph Feck, salaried workers
will be offered a severance
package, with hourly wage
See MILL on page 6
In Bangor, a show of solidarity
Pro-troop weekend protests gain support, numbers
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
People of all ages, including
veterans and parents of soldiers
currently fighting in Iraq, united
amidst snow and flags to support
American troops Saturday.
It was a different kind of war
rally held on the comer of Hogan
Road and Springer Drive in
Bangor. Rally attendants did not
show signs for or against the war,
but instead showed support for
the American troops in Iraq.
"Our troops are over there and
they're risking their lives, giving
up their time. If I can't spend two
hours out here in the cold sup-
porting them, then I don't deserve
to be an American," said Peter
Laing, a supporter dressed in an
Army shirt.
The -support the troops" rally
has been held the past several
Saturdays with plans to keep
holding them from 12 - 2:00 p.m.
"Now more than ever the
troops need our support, and
we're here to show it," Rose
Kouroyen said.
Despite heavy snowfall, peo-
ple came from surrounding towns
to attend the rally and show their
support for soldiers or family
members who are fighting in Iraq.
Richard Giglio's son is in the
112th Medivac Unit of Bangor.
"I think it's great that he's lib-
erating the people of Iraq,
because the people of Iraq would
like to stand on the comer of the
street and protest too," Giglio
said.
Cathy Martinage's son is in the
Army, but has not been deployed.
CANIPUS PI-1010 • Di NIM. FAIMI 1 I
Gail McCafferty displayed several flags and a sign on her back to support the troops at a
rally in Bangor Saturday. Her father, Vaughn McKenney, joined her in holding up a sign
along Hogan Road. Both were pleased with the number of motorists honking in support.
Martinage is apprehensive but
feels proud about the prospects of
her son being deployed to Iraq.
She supports not only the
troops but also the war.
"I really feel like if Saddam
Hussein is not taken care of now
chances are he could end up being
like Hitler used to be," Martinage
said.
Gary Fallguy's son is in the
second airborne unit in Iraq. He
supports his son and also the war,
though at first he was not sure of
his position.
"I think the more that has
come out, the more I think that
this was the correct thing to do,"
Fallguy said. "I was not certain at
the beginning, I was concerned
about that. But I believe now the
war is justified and that it's being
executed properly."
A couple people supported the
troops and the war equally at this
rally.
"I don't think it's a wrong war.
I support this war, and I support
our troops. I don't support war. I
support this war, there's a big dif-
ference," Kouroyen said. "There
are wars that are fought for a rea-
son. This war is for a reason. Did
people forget 9/11?"
Several veterans had more
than one reason for supporting the
troops at this rally. Their own per-
sonal experiences were in the
forefront of these reasons.
"We're always against war.
See SOLIDARITY on page 4
Sea Dog
reopening
this week
By Brett Zeigler
For The Maine Campus
Sea Dog Brewing Co. will be
open for business in Bangor
Tuesday, April 8, as it reopens under.
new ownership.
Sea Dog Brewing Co. declared
bankruptcy and closed in November.
The restaurant has been undergoing
extensive renovation since early
February.
Although the location and the
name are the same, general manager
Larry Killam said the cunent Sea
Dog will be a completely different
experience from the old.
"When you walk in, it's a brand
new Sea Dog. It has some of the old
Sea Dog, we kept the logo and we
kept the mum but beyond that it's
nothing like the past," Killam .said.
He said that while bands will still
pertimn and a bar will be available,
the atmosphere will be much more
like a casual restaurant.
"It's very food driven and very
family oriente. You're not going to
have a band blasting you out of the
table while you're trying to eat din-
ner," Killam said. "Our service will
be great every time, I know it will.
You're not going to see a waitress
out there with 12 tables anymore,
now a waitress is going to get about.
four tables."
"We've literally replaced all the
wiring, all the plumbing, all the
refrigeration, tore out walls, re-paint-
ed, new kitchen top to bottom, new
everything," Kilian], said.
When the Sea Dog Brewing Co.
See SEA DOG on page 6
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Recording industry sues four
students over file-swapping
SAN JOSE, Calif. --- The
recording industry filed copyright
infringement lawsuits Thursday
against four college students.
accusing them of setting up
Napster-like file-swapping servic-
es on their campus networks.
The civil suits claim the stu-
dents exploited academic
resources to illicitly trade as many
as a million songs without permis-
sion from record labels or artists.
Then, they publicly bragged
about their exploits.
"This is a particularly flagrant
way to illegally distribute millions
of copyrighted works over the
Internet," said Cary Sherman,
president of the Recording
Industry Association of America,
the industry's trade association.
The students operated "a sophisti-
cated network designed to enable
widespread thievery," he said.
The recording industry
telegraphed its campus crackdown
last October putting 2,300 univer-
sity administrators ..,on notice to
curb student behavior - or face
legal consequences.
Major universities. including
Stanford University and
Pennsylvania State University.
responded with tough new com-
puter use policies, treating music
and movie downloads with the
same seriousness as other intellec-
tual property crimes, such as pla-
giarism. Last November, the U.S.
Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Md., went so far as to seize the
computers of 100 midshipmen
accused of possessing pirated
music.
Thursday's lawsuits, filed
against Jesse Jordan and Aaron
Sherman of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Daniel Peng
of Princeton University and
Joseph Nievelt of Michigan
Technological University. repre-
sent a new, and More aggressive
chapter in the industry's fight
against campus piracy
The suits seek not merely to
halt the illegal music trading. but
to slap each student with a maxi-
mum penalty .it i0.000 pct
song.
The RIAA charges that each
student, in a calculated attempt to
evade university' restrictions on
illegal music copying, used soft-
ware known as Flatlan, Phynd or
Direct Conn , tracreate their own
undergroun s likviapping servic-
es on their putlietwork
Like r, this .,.software
scours the rks fOr'Xisag tiles,
creates a al index - often with-
out the edge of individuals
whose co tiles were being
shared - ocesses search
requests.
The laws ay one stu-
dent, Peng, as a infix! of
Princeton Univ-. - orts to
curb illegal downl His site
is touted as a source MP3
music files in an online
called "The Princeton Pau
was the subject of an article in
university newspaper, "The Daily
Princetonian."
Some in the academic commu-
nity applauded the recording
industry for placing blame for
alleged acts of copyright infringe-
ment where it belongs, individual
students. Others, however, criti-
cized the labels for creating an
object lesson ihstead of working
with universities to curb the prob-
lem that exploits campus resources
and infringes copyrights.
"I'm sympathetic with their
concerns," said John Vaughn,
executive vice president of the
Association of American
CommonCents Residence Hall
Electricity Challenge
TIP OF THE WEEK:
Laundry-share! If you don't have a full
load, collaborate with your friend,
neighbor or roommate and save an
entire wash cycle (use the small
load/cold water settings
whenever possible).
Universities. "But I hope that, as a
general practice, a lawsuit would
be a course of last resort, that you
would first contact the university
or tirst contact the student. My
understanding was that was not the
case here"
Phil digiLal media ana-
lyst f ondW* Assoc.
in St. Peter.htn Fla., said the stu.:1N,I.,
dent lawsuits are a sign of growing
frustration with the continued pop-
ularity of underground services,
and two years of eroding CD sales.
"This is just another Xtep in the
direction of demonstrating to the
public that there will tivillenalties
for what they consider to be copy-
right violations," Leigh said. "I
think they're attempting to take a
carrot and a stick approach here.
They're whacking ajew people
with a stick now. And the carrot is
the more liberal rules relating to
label-hacked subscription online
services.-
Leigh and others also worry
that ruinous court judgments aren't
the most seductive methods
wooing potential subscribers.
It does not seem wi
to
law firm Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson represents technology
clients like Intel and Microsoft.
Human shields leave Iraq dis-
heartened but not regretful
LONDON — When tour bus
owner Joe Letts was asked if he
wanted to go to Iraq to be a human
shield, he hardly hesitated.
A left-leaning, war-hating man
of 52, Letts had been to Iraq in
1991 after the first Gulf War and
was appalled at what war and
sanctions had done to Iraq's peo-
ple. He wanted to do what he could
to stop it from happening again.
So he loaded his two red dou-
ble-decker British buses with
some 50 fellow human shields.
They embarked on a grueling,
three-week, 3,000-mile journey to
Baghdad and arrived Feb. 15 - the
day millions of others around the
. ..s.„vorld marched for peace.
After spending just a few
weeks in Iraq, Letts and the others
are back. for some, a stint as a
human shield has been disillusion-
ing and disappjting.
A young A an on the trip,
Daniel Pepper, 23, urn Ohio. was
surprised to learn and from a
Baghdad taxi driv hat dictator
Saddain Hussein xdv 
ere 
in Iraq
I loaner s
appointed that I officials
refused to let them d their pre-
ferred sites, hospitr d schools,
and instead, direc em to food
one with a ilitary camp
, includingstorage and u
around it.
onipted Godfrey
nell 
. "Cold f
'church-and-queen
erbyshire, to return
. "One thinks of various
s when one goes about
s gardening," he said recently,
"but that's my view."
Other ex-human shields say the
experience was a positive one,
even if the folks at home conclud-
ed they were traitors, apologists
for Saddam or lunatics with a
death wish:
'The purpose was not to die,"
Letts said. "We weren't intending to
be martyrs, but to win a political bat-
tle ... we're almost .a guerilla reac-
tion movement against the war."
In fact, though Letts and his
unusual double-decker brigade
have left Iraq, an estimated 150
more shields from the United
Kingdom, United States and else-
( You've Got News .)
Get The Maine
Campus in your
Inbox
Regster now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather- Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed.., and it's free.
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where have gone there to take their
place.
In August 1990, Saddam took
hostage thousands of foreigners,
including 1,200 Britons, after his
army invaded Kuwait. They were
forced to shield military, chemical
and communications sites and
were assured they would be the
first to die in any attack.
Researchers Jeffrey Easton and
Stuart Turner, writing for the
British Medical Journal, reported
that many of the British shields
were psychologically mistreated,
kept in unsanitary conditions and
fed -yellow rice slops contaminat-
ed with rodent feces."
The human shields who went to
Iraq this time tell a different story.
They said Iraqi officials offered
them a selection of sites to guard,
power and water plants, an oil
refinery and a food distribution
depot, where they slept in minimal
but decent quarters at night.
During the day. retired British
diplomat Sue Darling, 60, said the
shields were allowed to wander
Baghdad freely.
'There were no minders there
at all, though someone with a car
was lurking around to take us
places from time to time in the first
week," said Darling, who chose to
help guard a food depot, sleeping
with four other shields in a cozy
house on the depot site.
Within weeks the trip fell apart.
Although trip organizer Ken
O'Keefe, an American, had want-
ed the shields to become a "mass
migration" into Iraq to stop the
.war, his efforts failed. And while
some shields wanted to protect
hospitals and. homes, the Iraqis
refused, leading to heated argu-
ments.
For those and other reasons,
most of the shields wanted to
leave, and the Iraqis let them.
Correction
A Summer Session 2002
ad appeared accidentally in
the April 3 edition. The cor-
rect version of the ad is in
today's paper.
The Maine Campus strives
to have an accurate and
informative paper. If you
notice that we have made an
error, please contact the
appropriate section editor.
don't believe
everything
you feel.
Yob've been pulled from We world you once
knew. There's a reason for it. it s depression.
If s very prevalent. But Its also very treatable.
T RE 4T apf PRI S SION
n I
http://www.save.org
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Campus groups collaborate for awareness
Sexual assault focus of
week of community events
By Meredith Holt
Staff Reporter
One out of every three
women and one out of every
seven men will be sexually
assaulted, according to the
Rape Response Services Web
site. Rape is the most under-
reported crime in the United
States.
Considering such daunting
figures, sexual assault is a
significant problem every-
where. In hopes of increasing
awareness and decreasing
sexual assault cases, April has
been named Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.
Rape Response Services of
Bangor, along with the Safe
Campus Project and several
other groups at the University
of Maine, has organized
events for the week of April
14 as part of Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.
Sexual Assault Awareness
Week is a collaborative effort.
Plans began to formulate
early this semester. Members
from the Safe Campus
Project, Rape Response
Services, the Student
Women's Association,
Athletes for Sexual
Responsibility, Brothers
Engaged Against Rape,
UMaine Men's Education
Network, Public Safety,
Greek Peer Educators and
various fraternities and soror-
ities have all contributed to
the different events.
"I think it is incredible that
there are so many people. who
are committed and dedicated
to bringing awareness [to]
help make this community a
safer and better place," Carey
Nason, project coordinator
with the Safe Campus Project
said. "It's been the most awe-
some experience working
with all these people."
Nason, a UMaine alumna,
has been an advocate for
Rape Response Services for
the past five years.
Members from the various
groups will man a table in
Memorial Union from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Passers-by can
pick up a teal ribbon to show
support and learn other ways
to take a stand against sexual
assault.
People can also tie ribbons
on the mall all week to honor
victims and survivors of sex-
ual assault.
Part one of a two-part
panel discussion titled, "What
Do Guys Really Think'?" will
be held in Aroostook Hall at 7
p.m. Monday, April 14. The
open panel discussion focuses
on what it means to be a guy,
relationships and sex.
This is the first year a male
panel has been part of Sexual
Assault Awareness Week,
organizer Julie Rothhaar,
said. Rothhaar and others
helped plan the panel as part
of a service learning compo-
nent of HED 562, "a class
titled Impact of College on
Students." Rothhaar created
the panel because she thought
the male population was
"overlooked and underrepre-
sented."
"Many times this popula-
tion is left out of the discus-
sion and therefore it is
thought they are not affected
by the violence," Rothhaar
said. "However, this is not
true, and my panel will start
to break down outdated ideas
and concepts about the male
population of a college cam-
pus."
UMaine Men and Men Can
Stop Rape played a large role
in making the panel possible,
Rothhaar said.
The second part of "What
Do Guys Really Think?" will
be held Tuesday, April 15 at 7
p.m. in 101 Neville Hall and
features a showing of "Tough
Guise: Violence. Media, and
the Crisis in Masculinity."
The film was written by
Jackson Katz, one of the lead-
ing anti-sexist male activists
in America and was released
in 1999. The film explores the
social construction of mascu-
line identities. The Sociology
of Domestic Violence project
group will sponsor part two
of the panel. -
"It really challenges a lot
of the things that we accept,"
Nason said. "We think that
men are just naturally aggres-
sive and naturally violent, but
that's not necessarily true."
Representatives from
Athletes for Sexual
Responsibility, BEAR,
UMaine Men, Greek Peer
Educators and other campus
groups will be present at both
parts of the panel discussion
to talk about their experi-
ences and address questions.
Also on Tuesday will be
"Ready, Willing, and Able: A
Discussion About Consent,"
at 12:30 p.m. Representatives
from Peer Educators, Judicial
Affairs, Rape Response
Services and the Counseling.
Center will share their
thoughts on consent.
On Thursday, April 17 the
Clothesline Project will be
displayed on the mall. The
project is a collection of T-
shirts designed by survivors
and supporters of victims of
sexual assault across- Maine.
The Maine Coalition Against
Sexual Assault displays the T-
shirt collection across the
state.
"It's amazing to see the
strength that shows through,"
Nason said. The T-shirts bear
witness of the pain caused by
sexual assault, she said.
The annual "Take Back the
Night- rally will close Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
Thursday night. The rally
kicks off at 6:30 p.m. and the
march begins at 7:30 p.m.
Speakers and a speak-out will
highlight the event, including
Public Safety Chief Noel
March, Crime Prevention
See ASSAULT on page 6
'New Beer's Eve' honors the freedom to booze
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
On any given weekend
night. Margarita's, the Bear
Brew Pub and several local
bars are packed with college
students socializing and
enjoying a refreshing bever-
age. This situation has
become so standard that many
people take for granted.
But it was not always possi-
ble for students at UMaine to
head to the bar for a beer. In
fact, it was only 70 years ago
that this was made possible
again.
Small breweries around the
country are celebrating a holi-
day they call "New Beer's
Eve" today. April 7, 2003
marks the 70th anniversary of
the end Prohibition, the law
that made selling alcohol ille-
gal in the United States.
Although the 18th
Amendment was not officially
repealed until Dec. 5, 1933, it
was April 7, 1933 that marked
ART.
ASK FOU
MORE.
For more information about the
I.i,ortance of arts education. plasm contra,
www.AmericaneForTheArta.org.
AMERICANS
ARTS
the legalization of some form
of alcohol for the first time
since 1917.
"At 12:01 a.m. on April 7,
1933, beer containing 3.2 per-
cent alcohol became legal for
the first time in 13 years, thus
ending Prohibition for the
brewing industry," Daniel
Bradford, a representative for
the Brewers' Association of
America, said. "Breweries
throughout the country sprang
to life."
Prohibition lasted for 13
years, from 1919 to 1933, but
still stunted the growth of the
brewing industry. The repeal of
the 18th Amendment and the rat-
ification of the 21st Amendment
confirmed that alcohol con-
sumption was legal again.
"In the eyes of the beer-
drinking public, ratification of
the 21st Amendment on Dec. 5
was simply a necessary for-
mality confirming what the
nation had already celebrated
months earlier," Bradford
said. "National prohibition
Campus
BIKE SALE
April 29-30, 2003
Bikes starting at
$149
Giant, Cannondale
& Raleigh
LOWEST PRICES EVER!
was over."
No local bars have
announced special plans for
the anniversary. However,
places as close as Portland and
across the nation are throwing
special celebrations.
Participating Maine breweries
include Casco Bay Brewing
Company and Gritty McDuff's
Brewpub, both in Portland.
Casco Bay will host a cele-
bration of "New Beer's Eve"
from 5 - 9:00 p.m. at the Great
Lost Bear.
Gritty McDuff's, which
was voted Maine's best brew-
ery according to the Maine
Sunday Telegram, will hold
similar events at its Freeport
and Portland bars.
Although it is a Monday,
the Brewers' Association of
America encourages brewers
and customers alike to cele-
brate this event, regardless of
whether there are official
events in their area. They do
remind people, however, to
always drink responsibly.
48 Cottage St Bar Hart)or. Maine
www.acadiafun.com
Employment
Recruiting
April 10, 2003
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CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
Dick Campbell, a former candidate for Congress and governor, supports the troops at a rally on Hogan Road in Bangor Saturday. Despite snow and sleet,
about 40 supporters showed up to display signs and flags to motorists passing by.
SOLIDARITY from page 1
Nobody is in favor of any war. I
think we had to be over there
though. We back our president
very much. I think he's done the
right thing," veteran Harry
Rideout said.
Another veteran of Vietnam
was there only to provide support.
-It brings back a lot of bad
memories," he said. -But it's nice
to see support, which we never
got. That's part of why I'm here."
Lisa Harrill held an American
flag and a teddy bear dressed in
Army attire. She is the mother of
a serviceman, of whom she is
very proud.
"He's doing what he feels he
has to do to protect his son, so that
his son doesn't have to go and do
this," Harrill said.
Signs were hung on fences and
posted on the side of the road.
They read: "Thank you patriots"
and -Freedom is not free."
Numerous American flags were
waved through the air in support
of the troops.
A young boy, whose father is
part of the Air National Guard and
had left earlier that morning for
Florida, held a British flag.
-They're with us, so I'm sup-
porting the British troops as
well," Billy Dean said.
Ken Gray, a veteran of the
Korean War, said it was 50 years
ago this month that he was
deployed overseas.
got back. Let's hope these
fellows do --- all of them," Gray
said. "I think they deserve to
know when they come home
they're going to have some favor-
able attention."
Pr . a W 2003
April 7 - April 12
Celfelbratiz-tg Wilcle-Steires 30th Artrii-versary
Sch edule f Everlits
Monday-Friday
10am-2pm - Table in the Union
2nd Floor, Memorial Union
Monday, April 7
12:15-2pm - Robyn Ochs, "Choosing a Label"
Totman Lounge, Memorial Union
2-5pm - Diverse Creations
Oakes Room, Fogler Library
7pm - Robyn Ochs, "Bisexuality, Feminism, Men & Me"
100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
Tuesday, April 8
8pm - Java Jive presents: Justin Tranter Band
Stillwater Canal Company, Memorial Union
*this event is co-sponsored by CAB
Wednesday, April 9
8am-5pm - Day of Silence
Campus Wide
12:15-1:30pm - Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series presents: "We're Here,
We're Queer, and We've got Heritage: Sex and Gender at Ellis Island" by Erica
Rand, Associate Professor of Art at Bates College.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union.
*this event is sponsored by Women in the Curriculum and the Women's
Studies Program
5pm - End the Silence Rally
Flagpole, Fogler Library (Rain location: North Pod, Memorial Union)
7pm, 9pm, & 11 pm - Kickin' Flicks presents: "Lost and Delirious"
100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
*this event is co-sponsored by CAB
Thursday, April 10
12:30-1:45pm - The Socialist/Marxist Luncheon Series presents: "A
Celebration of Gay and Lesbian Literature" with authors Kevin Killian and
Dodie Bellamy.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
*this event is sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies Interdisciplinary
Minor, co
-sponsored by MPAC, the Memorial Union, and the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
4:30pm - The New Writing Series presents: A reading by Kevin Killian and
Dodie Bellamy Soderberg Center, Jenness Hall
*this event is co-sponsored by the Department of English.
7-9pm - Wilde Stein 30th Anniversary Open House
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Friday, April 11
9pm - The Maine Attraction presents: Comic Sabrina Matthews
Main Dining Room, Memorial Union
*this event is co-sponsored by CAB
Saturday, April 12
12pm - "Our Queer Marriage" with Dodie Bellamy and Kevin Killian.
100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
*this event is co-sponsored by the Department of English.
2pm - Loren Cameron, "Portraits of the Transsexual Community"
100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
7pm - The Infamous Drag Show with special guest host Mizery!
Wells Commons
9pm - Pride Week Dance
Wells Commons
All events are free and open to the public. For more information, contact
Wilde Stein at 581-1596.
Pride Week is made possible by: Wilde Stein Alliance for Sexual Diversity, GLBT Allies Council, UM Student Government, and Program Fund.
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Attorneys David R. Miller and red Curtis
Do you ever help students
who do not have landlord or
criminal problems?
We're glad you asked that
question. Yes, our services are
available for a wide range of
legal matters, including powers
of attorney, domestic problems
and general advice on a wide
range of personal issues, as well
as serving as counsel for all stu-
dent organizations. In addition,
we provide support in the com-
munity for students. It was my
pleasure last week to deliver a
first estate check for a third of a
million dollars willed by for-
mer professor Matthew
Highlands and his wife,
Ramona, for endowing scholar-
ships for University of Maine
students in mathematics, human
nutrition and the Phi Mu sorori-
ty.
Can you help with an out-
of-state criminal problem?
It's worth the attempt. This
week we arranged by telephone
for the dismissal of a disorderly
conduct charge against a stu-
dent who was cited by a
Daytona, Fla. policeman over
Spring Break. We do not guar-
antee such success always, but
give us a try.
Should I agree to pay six
months ahead in rent?
Absolutely not. The only
landlord I would trust with so
much prepaid rent is the
University of Maine, which has
earned a reputation for caring,
compassion and professional-
ism as a landlord. Private land-
lords who demand such an out-
rageous condition are interested
in earning interest on your
money and are very difficult to
hold accountable for meeting
their promises. Your bargaining
position would be severely
eroded when you need heat or
repairs if you are so unwise as
to pay that much rent ahead.
Negotiate more favorable terms
or shop elsewhere.
Affirmative action has
been all over the news lately.
What is happening at the
Supreme Court now?
On April 2, the U.S.
Supreme Court heard argu-
ments in the case of Grutter v.
Bollinger and Gratz v.
Bollinger, two cases testing the
constitutionality of the
University of Michigan's admis-
sions policy that considers race
as a factor in admitting new stu-
dents. In the watershed 1978
case, Regents of the University
of California v. Bakke, the
Supreme Court held that, under
certain circumstances, ethnicity
may be taken into account, but
that race-based quotas were
unconstitutional. The lively
debate on Tuesday demonstrat-
ed that the Supreme Court jus-
tices appear to be closely divid-
ed on the matter and that, as a
whole, the affirmative action
issue is not resolved. We will
await the decision with much
anticipation.
Legal Services of Student
Government are provided by
Attorney Theodore S. Curtis, Jr
and David R. Miller. The Legal
Services Office is located on the
first floor of Memorial Union.
They can he reached at 581-
1789 or on FirstClass:
Theodore Curtis. Copyright
Theodore S. Curtis, Jr:
Win an XBOX!!
Pick up your entry form and
guess the total price of all
the items displayed in the
"Perfect Room" at the
Bookstore from
March 24 - April /A. bookstore
Closest guess wins!
(ties will be resolved in a drawing)
2nd Prize: $50 Bookstore gift certificate
Drop your entry form off at the
Computer Connection.
Computer„‘"wils
L. Connection
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
• A robbery occurred at the
Orono Big Apple convenience
store Sunday, March 30. Police
reported to the store following a
call received at 11:07 p.m.
While the attendant was n.ot
looking, $244 was taken from
the counter. This case is under
investigation.
• A man was issued two sum-
monses following a rave at a
warehouse on Shore Drive in
Orono Sunday, March 30 at 3:30
a.m. Officers found roughly 200
people at the warehouse. One of
the DJs, Roger Mapili, 32, was
questioned because DJs are
known to either be promoters or
can lead to promoters of such
events. During the conversation
with police, Mapili continually
put his hands in his pockets,
despite being asked not to. To
ensure the officers' safety,
Mapili was searched. As a
result, three small pills believed
to be Ecstasy and a usable
amount of marijuana were
found. Mapili claimed the coat
they were in was not his and that
he was just wearing it. He was
issued two summonses for pos-
session of a schedule drug and
for possession of a useable
amount of marijuana. A search
of a second DJ produced a mari-
juana joint. However, due to his
cooperation and assistance in the
investigation, he was not
charged.
• A man was issued a sum-
mons following a fight at
Ushuaia Sunday, March 30 at
1:45 a.m. Officers responded to
the club following a complaint
of a fight in progress. Upon
arrival, the fight had ended, but a
girl approached the officers
claiming that she had been
assaulted. She said that while
she made an effort to break up a
fight a man grabbed her throat
and slapped her in the face. She
identified Justin Clement, 21, as
the assaulter. Clement claimed
he had not hit her, but rather, she
had hit him. Clement was
issued as summons for assault.
A friend of Clement's continual-
ly insisted that Clement was not
at fault and Clement asked the
officers to charge the woman
with assault. Officers decided,
however, not to take action
against the woman.
• Two laptop computers were
stolen from Orono apartments
on Crosby Street and Hillside
Avenue on the morning of
Saturday, March 29. While
responding to a fight complaint,
officers were approached by two
women complaining of missing
computers. Both laptops were
located in unlocked apartments
and disappeared some time
between 9:30 p.m. Friday,
March 28 and around 1:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 29.
• A man was issued a sum-
mons following a fight at the
intersection of Crosby Street and
Hillside Avenue in Orono
Saturday, March 29 at 1:54 a.m.
When officers responded to the
area, a witness approached them
and explained what had hap-
pened. He claimed a party was
being held at 54 Hillside Ave. At
one point seven or eight uninvit-
ed male subjects arrived and were
asked to leave. They refused and
began pushing people and yelling
profanities. The invited guests
were able to push the uninvited
men out to the driveway. At this
point, a male subject, identified
as Scott Carman, 21, threw an
object through the back window
of a car. Carman denied involve-
ment in the incident, but he was
issued a summons for criminal
mischief.
• A man was arrested follow-
ing an incident in Orono on
Rangely Road Thursday, March
27 at 11:46 p.m. An officer on
patrol noticed a white Buick
traveling north on the road with
a license plate light out. He
turned on his lights and pulled
the car over. A background
check of the driver, identified as
Christopher Shorr, 20, showed
that his license was suspended
due to a failure to pay fines.
When told about this, Shoff stat-
ed that he was unaware of it. He
was handcuffed and taken to
Penobscot County Jail. Shoff
was issued a summons for oper-
ating after suspension and for
having an expired inspection
sticker.
Maine Sum
...by word
of mouse...
http://d1Lumaine.edulsummer
The University of Maine's 2003 Summer
Session offers more than 500 courses
designed to meet the diverse needs of
lifelong learners including those offeez,,
on-campus and at selected off-campus'
including The University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are
offered online worldwide and through
interactive televised technologies.
For More information:
Visit our website http://d11.umaineedIptimn?pir
or call the Summer Session Office aer207-5f1-3143'
• X
UMAINE SUMMER
dlLumaincedu/surnmer
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Bottles of liquor and spouts lie waiting to be put away on Saturday at the renovated Sea Dog restaurant in Bangor. The
reopening is scheduled for Tuesday, April 8.
went bankrupt under the previous
owner it employed 6() people, many
of whom were University of Maine
students. Half of the current Sea
Dog's 80 employees are now college
students, 42 are staff from the origi-
nal restaurant.
"People wonder why we did
this," Killam said. "But our assess-
ment was the problems that were
here weren't with the individual
staff, it was management or financial
problems caused by the previous
company. Staff is really only going
to be what management gives it the
opportunity to be."
Although the new Sea Dog was
purchased by Fred ,Forsly and Allen
Pugsley, who also own Shipyard
Brewing Co., Killam was quick to
point out that Shipyard does not own
the Sea Dog.
-In a literal sense, we are com-
petitors with each other. We will be
competing with Shipyard for draft -
locations and sales."
Although the doors at 26 Front
St. have been open since February
for people to look around, the Sea
Dog will open for business Tuesday,
which will include a fund-raiser for
the Shaw House, a United Way
homeless teen shelter in Bangor.
ASSAULT from page 3
Specialist Deborah Mitchell
and representatives from
Rape Response Services. The
march will conclude with
food and entertainment by
manna —Sisters in Rhythm at
the Wooley Room in DTAV.
Last year. more than 250
people attended "Take Back
the Night." More are expect-
ed this year, she said.
"It has been growing and
growing," Nason said.
Dr. Sandy Caron's
"Women Talk About Sex"
radio call-in show will have a
show focused issues of sexual
assault on Thursday, April 10.
The radio show is from 10 to
11 p.m. on WMEB 91.9.
Several services and
resources are available out-
side of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week. Rape
Response Services offers
free, confidential services
such as information on med-
ical and court procedures,
The Georgia-Pacific mill in Old Town, where 300 workers los
' 3 NEW
I SelkSel*V4`
I Buys!
CLIP
& SAVE!
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933 STILLWATER AVE. OLD TOWN
$2.00 OFF ANY
CARWASH
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referrals and a 24-hour hot-
"We think that
men are just natu-
rally aggressive
and naturally vio-
lent, but that's not
necessarily true."
line.
The Safe Campus Project
CAMPUS PI1010 • DINIsl
t their jobs this week.
I KA ! !
holds office hours from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and Friday
by appointment. Staff mem-
bers help individuals with
problem solving and figuring
out their options, Nason said.
"Each person has their own
personal needs," Nason said.
"We try to work with each
person individually."
The Safe Campus Project
provides workshops and pre-
sentations focused on sexual
violence, dating violence and
stalking to any group by
request. The staff at the Safe
Campus Project has allowed
individuals to use their office
space in East Annex to make
calls to the 24-hour hotline
and they collaborate with the
Counseling Center.
A Domestic Abuse
Education Group for Women
is offered campus on
Thursdays this month from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
MILL from page 1
employees receiving 60 days
pay.
"It's an emotional thing to
lose half of the work force,"
Feck said in his announcement.
"This is not a good day for Old
Town. This is not a good day,
but there is still a mill left."
Feck also stated in the
announcement that he could not
guarantee the security of the
remaining jobs within the pulp
manufacturing force at G-P.
Agrell feels resentment
towards mill, which generated
$42 million in profits last year,
and there is no need to eliminate
hundreds of jobs due to high
production costs.
"That's what they'd like you
to believe," Agrell said. "It's 40
percent business and 60 percent
DUAL CHECK BACKFLOW
PREVENTERS INSTALLED.
Get in compliance with the Orono/Veazie Water
Districts new requirement.
Call 478-9261 or 269-3331
PATRIOT PLUMBING AND HEATING
politics."
The University of Maine has
also taken a proactive stance to
aid community members affect-
ed by the closure of the mill.
President Peter S. Hoff released
a statement announcing the for-
mation of a task force, headed
by the vice president of admin-
istration, Janet Waldron, to find
ways UMaine can help. Hoff
regards Waldron as someone
who is "uniquely qualified" to
lead this task force.
"I understand and appreciate
the upheaval that this will cause
in the lives of many among us,"
Hoff said. "As I have noticed
over and over in the past six
years, the members of the
UMaine community stand
together in good times and bad."
Don't be a
prick,
Wrap pour
Nth.
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'It's OK to be who you want to be'
Beautiful Project aims to empower, inform women
By Tracy Collins
Production Manager
A cake-eating contest, workshops
featuring sex toys and self-defense
will help the Student Women's
Association "open the box" and
define beauty at the seventh annual
Beautiful Project Saturday, April 19
in Donald P. Corbett Business
Building.
"Summer is coming, and when it
gets hot, women should know that
they don't have to change them-
selves to wear a bathing suit,"
Rachel Warner, co-chair of SWA,
said.
Wendy Chapkis, author of
"Beauty Secrets," will kick off the
day at 9 a.m. with the keynote
speech, followed by sessions dis-
cussing perspectives on objectifica-
tion, fat activism, abortion and a
knitting workshop titled "Stitch and
Bitch." A drag show and lesbian
burlesque will be performed at
night, and folk-rocker Melissa
Ferrick and the Princesses of Porn
and the Dukes of Dykedom, both of
Boston, will finish the event around
11 p.m. with musical performances.
The event is free of charge, and both
men and women are welcome,
Warner said.
"Males are welcome to all parts
of Beautiful Project," Beth Bryant,
a senior education major, said.
"While planning the event we keep
the benefit of women in mind, but
all are welcome."
Representatives of Pussywhipped
Productions and members of the
Princesses of Porn and the Dukes of
Dykedom will lead two workshops,
and other workshops will be led by
members of Bangor's National
Organization for Women and
UMaine students, Warner said.
"The speakers are going to be
really open about topics that aren't
usually discussed or are discussed
with a red face," said Sarah
Brasslett, co-chair of SWA. "I think
it's fabulous."
Media portrayal of women is a
major stimulus for the event, along
with peer pressure and parental
pressure.
"The way the media portray
women sends subtle messages to tell
them to question their beauty," said
Brasslett, a senior women's studies
and child development major.
"Feminists are portrayed as bra-
burning, man-hating feminists, so
people are afraid to call themselves
feminists."
The Beautiful Wall, which last
year featured a series of photo-
graphs of women's bellies, will dis-
play illustrations, poetry and prose
that express a view of beauty sepa-
rate from the media perspective.
The wall will be displayed in the
atrium of D.P.C. Business Building.
Any student who wishes to con-
tribute to the wall should e-mail
Sarah Brasslett on FirstClass.
Anti-Darwin lecture
to be held Wednesday
For the third year in a row a
speaker is coming to the
University of Maine to argue that
Charles Darwin didn't have all
his ducks in a row.
William Dembslci, an associ-
ate research professor at Baylor
University, will discuss how too
much design in biological sys-
tems exists for mere chance to
explain how we ended up the
way we are.
Dembski uses mathematics
and probability to explain his the-
ory. He will demonstrate the
characteristics of designed infor-
mation patterns and demonstrate
how those characteristics also
appear in the information pat-
terns of living creatures, accord-
ing to pamphlets advertising his
arrival.
His theory, called Intelligent
Design, doesn't throw evolution
out the window, but argues that it
couldn't have happened without
a leading hand.
Dembslci is by no means
uncontested. There are many sci-
entists who refute Intelligent
Design for various scientific rea-
sons.
The presentation on
Wednesday, April 9 at 7 p.m. in
101 Neville Hall is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ,
Lifelines, Gut Reaction, the stu-
dent activities fee and the com-
prehensive fee.
Compiled from staff report.,
So you think you are invincible?
"We're sending the message that
there is a lot of diversity among
women and it's OK to be who you
want to be," Warner, a sophomore
women's studies and social work
major said.
SWA hopes for a bigger turnout
this year than past years, when the
event was scheduled on the same
day as the HOPE festival, an event
held in Brewer to celebrate Earth
Day, Warner said.
Other workshops at the confer-
ence include a discussion of sorori
ty women in feminism led by mem-
bers of Alpha Phi, a session about
treatment of women in car garages
led by a female mechanic, and a
pro-choice talk by a Planned
Parenthood intern.
"Anyone who comes will find
something they're interested in,"
Brasslett said. "Maybe you don't
feel comfortable talking about abor-
tion, but you want to learn how to
fix a car."
Child care will be available free
of charge. which will be staffed by
students. A couple of workshops
will be designed for a mature audi-
ence, but most of the event is appro-
priate for all ages. Flyers with more
details will be posted soon, Warner
said.
"Our goal is to tell women, 'you
are good enough,' and to empower
them to know they can change their
own oil and feel OK about buying a
vibrator," Brasslett said.
Works Wonders
American
Heart
Association
Come meet Travis
bandro, creator of
MR.GNU!
Reach for it!
CAMPUS MicY10 • BECKY 14 cHtsoN
Maine Bound instructor Kevin Herbig
helps a student from the North Star
Christian School of Hermon, learn to climb
Friday afternoon. Maine Bound celebrated
the one year anniversary of its new loca-
tion Friday. The celebration allowed the
public to climb for free. Maine Bound
hosted the Sawtooth Film Festival Friday
night.
Travis will be at the UMaine
bookstore April 17th from
11:00-2:00 signing copies
of the new Mr.Gnu book!
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Support local
mill workers
Half of the employees at the
Georgia-Pacific mill in Old
Town were informed Friday
morning that they can now con-
sider themselves unemployed.
Georgia-Pacific's announcement
affects approximately 300
employees who were laid off
when the decision to halt opera-
tions of two tissue machines and
13 converting lines was made.
As workers were driving in
for early morning shifts, they
were redirected to a meeting
where David Spraley, the compa-
ny's senior vice president of con-
sumer product manufacturing,
told 50 workers that "all of the
tissue manufacturing and con-
verting operations were perma-
nently shut down," according to
an article in the Bangor Daily
News Saturday.
Despite the $42 million profit
made by the mill last year,
approximately 300 mill workers,
some with more than 25 years of
service behind them, now find
themselves jobless.
In January Millinocket dealt
with a similarly unfortunate situ-
ation when the Great Northern
Paper mill was closed, leaving
workers in sudden need.
The community, both in
Millinocket and around the state,
reacted to the mill's closing by
sending supplies to the rescue,
including food and money to the
newly poverty-stricken families.
Old Town's KidsPeace of New
England even helped to supply
prom dresses to children of
affected families.
The people of Millinocket
bonded together, and the entire
state of Maine community
expressed their support for the
workers who lost their jobs. With
300 families losing their incomes
the members of the Orono-Old
Town community will need to
offer a helping hand to those who
have been affected by the closing
of the Georgia Pacific Mill's two
tissue machines. Students here at
the University of Maine can lead
by initiating the assistance for
the people who have lost their
jobs, and who are our neighbors
in the community.
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Arnett got what he deserved
Nothing like working for a tabloid
Journalist Peter Arnett was
fired by NBC News last week
for giving an unauthorized
interview with Iraqi TV. It
almost doesn't sound harmless
until you hear his statements
in which the Wall Street
Journal reports that he
"praised" the way Iraq was
treating its journalists.
Arnett said that Iraq
"allowed me and many other
reporters to cover 12 whole
years since the Gulf War with
a degree which we appreciate
and that is continuing today."
As the article stated, this is
rather ridiculous considering
the fact that CNN has been
kicked out of Iraq and journal-
ists from other affiliations
BRYNN
LARRY
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
have been told to leave.
Arnett is probably wonder-
ing why he was fired. It does-
n't take a rocket scientist to
figure out why thousands of
angry letters from viewers to
NBC were sent. Pulitzer Prize
winner or not, a so-called
journalist with this much bias
has got to go.
NBC is an American news
station and so I'm left to won-
der how this Peter Arnett fel-
low has any place there. Why
is a guy who's working for
NBC carrying on with Iraqi
state-owned TV and left to
make such comments as the
New York Times quoted
Arnett saying "The first war
plan has failed because of
Iraqi resistance." He also said
that reports about civilian
casualties in Baghdad were
useful to "help those who
oppose the war" in America.
Why would an individual say
any of these things unless he
wanted to somehow help Iraq?
Arnett went on to say that
he was sorry, but had no idea
people would get so riled up
about his comments. Why
wouldn't they? How is it pro-
fessional to make comments
See ARNETT page 9
Letters to the Editor
*Cowing lacks accuracy
As a graduate student at the
University of Maine, I am embar-
rassed and I am angry that The
Campus Times would even print
such racist and inaccurate trash as
Travis Cowing's April 3 column.
Not only did he make broadly racist
comments toward Arabs in general,
for which he should offer a formal
public apology, he also chose to
slander protesters who are demon-
strating for peace.
Further, it is a shame for the uni-
versity conununity that Cowing has
forgotten the recent history of Sept.
11, where the terrorist cells that
organized that plot were located in
Germany and Florida prior to the
attacks, not Iraq.
He also seems to have forgotten
that none of the terrorists involved
in the World Trade Center attacks
came from Iraq. From his logic in
the article, it appears Cowing would
have us attacking Florida and
Germany, which is ludicrous.
Cowing also says peace demon-
strators are protesting against the
"troops." Most of the protesters also
have family or friends in the mili-
tary and want them to come home
See LETTERS page 9
Leave your
mind open
Even to dumb ideas
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
This past week I was sitting
down for lunch at York
Commons. Someone had neat-
ly propped greeting card-
shaped flyers on all the tables.
I attempted to read one when
an unidentified commons
employee came into the dining
area and began angrily scoop-
ing them up.
I protested when she tried
to take the one I was reading. I
was informed that a number of
people had complained about
the message. She let me keep
mine upon the condition that I
would throw mine out when I
was done with it. I intend to
live up to my part of the bar-
gain when I feel that I am truly
done with it.
When the commons worker
had left with her pile of fallen
flyers, first-year student Katie
Martin was heard to exclaim,
"That's so bummy." Upon
learning that the flyers were
from Campus Crusade, a
Christian student missionary
group, advertising a free lec-
ture that uses math and sci-
ence to disapprove the popular
theory of evolution, Miss
Martin lost interest.
I don't know if you're
allowed to put up flyers in the
commons. I don't care. That's
not the point. If the Student
Women's Association or the
Wilde Steins had put flyers up
for a campus event only to
have them thrown out, the
commons would not have
allowed it. After all, taking
down those flyers could only
be the action of a sexist or
homophobe.
Despite all of our diversity
training, sensitivity lessons
and celebration of difference,
we have no problem with any
sort of prejudice against the
See IDEAS page 9
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Arnett
like these when working for an
American network reporting
on the war? Isn't he supposed
to be neutral? I'm afraid that
his unauthorized interview
was uncalled for.
The goal is for journalists
to be neutral, not supporting
either side in any way. Now, I
understand that Arnett is not
from America, but rather from
New Zealand, but that does
not matter in the least.
It is always best for people
to keep their opinions to them-
selves when they're journal-
ists. Bill Kovach, chairman of
the Committee of Concerned
Journalists, it is "regrettable
that a news organization feels
compelled to fire a journalist
for essentially doing journal-
ism."
According to this state-
ment, it sounds like journal-
ism is the same as commen-
tary, but it is not. Arnett wasn't
digging deep for unknown
facts about the war, but
instead was shooting off his
mouth to anyone who would
listen. It's no wonder that Iraq
practically gives Arnett free
Ideas
status quo. It's OK to discrim-
inate against straight, white
middle class males.
How many times in history
class do we need to hear about
the evil done by "white set-
tlers" or an "all-white jury?"
White is one of the most nega-
tive adjectives to give to a per-
son, and it's acceptable. No
one writes to UPN about its
"stupid whitey" jokes. There's
no organization like the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People to try to get white
rapists out of prison. Our own
dean wrote a letter to this very
paper stating his support for
affirmative action, a program
designed to give favor to one
candidate over another based
solely on a person's race.
I don't normally support
Campus Crusade. Out of all the
good things to associate with
Christianity, like spiritual support
and humanitarianism, they chose
to name themselves after the vio-
lent, greed-driven crusades of the
from page 8
roam While he's there. If I was
part of Saddam's regime and a
reporter was telling me that
more and more Americans did
not support the war, I also
would let him roam wherever
he wanted.
Arnett was quickly hired by a
British tabloid, The Daily Mirror.
which is exactly where he
belongs. Journalists of course
have their First Amendment
rights, but people have every right
to demand unbiased journalism.
Currently, MSNBC has
dipped even further in the rat-
ings due to Arnett and its view-
er's disgust. Arnett is the type
who claims to serve an
American based news station
and instead supports the enemy
and discusses our failures. And
he wonders why he was canned?
Let the tabloids have him.
Currently The Daily Mirror is
reporting that the United
States "slaughtered" women
and children at an army check-
point. Arnett would be just the
right addition to that kind of
paper.
Brynn Lary is a senior
English major
from page 8
Middle Ages.
I think their views are too
extreme for my taste. But I
could never justify taking away
their freedom of speech just
because I don't like their mes-
sage. As firmly as I believe in
my views, I know that they are
still my personal ideals and that
there will always be people
who disagree with them. I don't
have any right to stop them
from communicating their mes-
sage in a respectable manner.
If you see a flyer supporting
something you disagree with,
try reading it. Know the motiva-
tions behind your opponents.
Listen to them. We live in a
society that praises open mind-
edness. Despite this, we have a
major problem with listening to
other people's views once we've.
made up our minds about some-
thing. There are some reason-
able, science-based flaws in the
theory of evolution. What dam-
age will it do to hear them out?
Mike Hartwell is a sopho-
more journalism major.
THE ONLY WAY
TO GET ON THE
AsTEAM IS TO
DRINK YOUR
MILK, F001,
Crossing the line
Can journalists really stay objective during the war?
More than 600 journalists
are embedded with U.S. armed
forces in the fight against Iraq.
They are new-age soldiers in
their own sense, even though
they do not carry weapons and
their mission is different.
Many Americans support
the luxury of viewing daily
reports of war. To see what
really goes on over there is
priceless. Too many history
accounts of hidden war reports
have shown mistrust.
However, you cannot help
but be skeptical of sending
writers with troops.
Presumably, no soldier is
ever ready for war. To assume
that by spending several
weeks or even months with
Army 'officials that journalists
are ready to follow around
troops like puppy dogs is
somewhat absurd.
At first, I thought it could
work. Why not send the coun-
try's best writers into combat
so we Americans may hear the
bombs dropping and see the
fires burning for ourselves?
After researching, however,
I realize it may not be such a
grand plan. Journalists are
typically considered to be syn-
onymous with objectivity.
They should keep their opin-
ions out of every word, they
Letters
alive. People are protesting the poli-
cy, not the people. It is unfortunate
that now the nation that once stood
against imperialism has so hilly
embraced it.
The other statement Cowing
made in ignorance was the idea that
we are going into Iraq to establish
democracy. What about self-deter-
mination? What about the sanctity
of nationhood, of people to deter-
mine their own future?
Cowing doesn't seem to know
that none of the locals in Iraq are
dancing in the streets because U.S.
troops are there. In fact, some of the
"welcome parties" resemble the
welcomings American soldiers
received in Vietnam. But Cowing,
you probably wouldn't remember
that either, seeing as how you can't
recall accurate facts from little more
than two years ago.
I understand why you hide your
face in your photo. I'd hide mine too
if I wrote such racist belligerent
tripe. To be honest, Cowing only
serves to agitate and lower the aca-
demic standards for journalism on
campus.
T. Ellen Sharp
Graduate student, social work
'Cowing is not intelligible
Travis Cowing's article
"Intelligible War Thoughts" had
nothing intelligible in it. Cowing's
implication that war protesters are
all "hippies [who] run around smok-
ing weed and burning American
flags" is simply incorrect.
Cowing asks war protesters to
COPY EDITOR
write. Both sides should be
reported and all details are
restricted to facts or sources
quotes.
Ideally, a journalist should
have no opinion on any sub-
ject.
Still, it's hard to keep opin-
ions out of it when we live in
a country that encourages us
to speak our minds every
chance we get.
My concern with embedded
journalists is how they are
going to keep their opinions
out of their writing when they
are eating, sleeping and
breathing with the soldiers
they are also supposed to be
reporting objectively about.
Terry Anderson, a former
embedded journalist for the
Associated Press, knows how
tough of a job that is.
"It's very hard. I've been with
the Marines in combat, it's very
hard to go with a unit like that
and not have sympathy for these
soldiers. these fine young men.
highly trained, doing something
"pipe down and show some
respect," yet he doesn't show them
any when he begins his article, "For
starters, I'd just like to pull down my
pants and have all you war protest-
ers kiss my ass."
Cowing also says that anyone
who "[doesn't] like how this coun-
try does things can beat it" and
that he "has a real problem with
people out there bad mouthing our
president." I'm sorry to be the first
to inform him, but badmouthing
presidents is how this country
does things, because free speech is
allowed in America.
Many Americans died fighting
for that very right as well as for the
right to a government that is
accountable to its citizens.
Comments like Cowing's doesn't
show them any respect.
Galena Ojiem
Orono resident
•Greek Life is not empty
Tracy Collins' article
"Learning About Yourself."
Though. this did appear in the
opinion section of the paper, I
believe that as a journalism major,
Collins has a responsibility to at
least research her topic a bit before
forming her opinions and before
participating in what I will refer to
as "Greek bashing."
Collins clearly does not under-
stand even an iota of the Greek
system and it has resulted in this
unnecessary waste of space in The
Maine Campus.
To clarify something for Collins,
they're convinced is absolutely
right," Anderson said.
How are journalists to put
all their thoughts aside when
they are seeing innocent Iraqis
killed by accidental U.S.
shootings? I admit here and
now that it would be extreme-
ly tough to do.
In addition, there are other
constraints placed on the
embedded. They are embed-
ded with government officials
and soldiers. They were given
the right to embed with the
troops by the U.S. govern-
ment. We cannot be oblivious
to the fact that there are rules
that go along with such a
granted request.
Embedded journalists are
not going to be allowed to
report all that they see, period.
"I know from personal
experience, when you're with
American forces and you start
reporting on the bad, they get
upset about it," Anderson said.
It remains unanswered how
well embedded journalists will
abide by both the govern-
ment's rules and the journalis-
tic policies about objective
reporting. This, like the war in
Iraq, is something only time
can tell.
Angela Fiandaca is a junior
journalism major
from page 8
fraternities and sororities compared
to driving while blinded in New
York City implies an inherent dan-
ger in Greek Life. However, it is
quite opposite.
Greek organizations are not
selective because they want carbon
copies of themselves. This is a pre-
posterous notion. They are selective
because they are a network of indi-
viduals who are motivated to do
well. By this, I mean that they are
people who want to do good things
for themselves, for their organiza-
tions, for the community and for the
world.
If you look around at the student
leaders all over this campus, a large
number of them happen to be
Greek. Look at Residents on
Campus, the Off Campus Board,
Student Senators, Resident
Assistants, Student Orientation
Leaders, Campus Activities Board
participants, Student Conduct Code
Committee members, Student Body
President and Vice President —
look at organizations all over cam-
pus. You are almost guaranteed to
fmd at least one Greek in all of
them.
Collins is tight, Greeks are alike
in one way: We are leaders. At the
same time, we are people with our
own identities and our own opin-
ions. It's not about worthiness, it's
about doing what is best for the
group so that the group can do its
best for everyone.
Eli Young
Sophomore mass commu-
nication
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ST LE.
Hangin'
Mark Curry
delights MCA
with comedy
By Luke Krummel
For The Maine Campus
We all remember our
favorite character Mr. Cooper
from the hit television series
"Hangin' With Mr. Cooper." On
Thursday, April 3, University
of Maine students got to hang
with Mr. Cooper himself, when
Mark Curry performed live at
the Maine Center for the Arts.
The night started out with
UMaine alum Steve Caouette
warming up the crowd.
Caouette's routine consisted of
a variety of impersonations,
including the host of "Unsolved
Mysteries," Robert Stack; the
painter, Bob Ross; and the
father of all body builders,
Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Schwarzenegger may have
been his best, as he pictured
with Mr. Cooper
him drunk with "beer muscles."
Caouette kept the audience
laughing and got everyone
ready for Curry.
Curry, sporting a new Maine
sweatshirt, immediately did
what every other comedian to
step foot in the state of Maine
has done: he made fun of
Bangor.
"Banger, that's a trip name,"
Curry said. Curry touched on a
variety of subjects throughout
his set, including Stephen
King, Free Willy, the war,
pornography, and of course,
Mr. Cooper.
Curry did a good job of
switching subjects and not talk-
ing about one thing for too
long. At one point he flowed
from Monica Lewinsky to old
people in the audience.
A lot of the show was dedi-
cated to drugs. Curry admitted
that he would have paid to
watch Daryl Strawberry on
crack, chasing imaginary balls
through the outfield with no
shoes on. He touched upon
Nate Newton's famous 250-
pound marijuana bust with an
impression of Snoop Dogg.
"Damn, nizzle that's too
much trizzle, 250 dizzles,"
Curry said. He also formed his
body into a blunt, to the audi-
ence's laughter.
Another favorite topic for
Curry was the police. Curry
went through several scenarios
of getting pulled over while
under the influence of various
drugs. During one, he danced
the line to the crowd's
approval.
To close the show, Mr.
Cooper sat down and did a
question and answer session
with the crowd. Some areas
covered were his new show due
out soon, smoking, butt sex and
Swat's, a club he mistook for
Ushuaia's.
Mark Curry came to
UMaine, and Mark Curry con-
quered. He was onstage for the
better part of two hours, and
kept the audience laughing the
whole time. The show was
packed with current events and
impersonations. After all was
said and done, students left the
MCA with a chance to forget
about everything else with a
smile on their face.
• French Club Game Night - Tuesday, April 8, 7:30
p.m. Memorial Union.
• Java Jive - Tuesday, April 8, 8 p.m. Stillwater Canal
Co.
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOI ly BARBER
Full of great ideas and funny facial expressions, Mark Curry
delights UMaine students at Thursday's CAB-sponsored
Spring Fling feature.
Dore brothers shine in Maine Masque play 'True West'
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
The Maine Masque made its
most recent offering this past week-
end with "True West," a play written
by Sam Shepard.
While it dragged at times, it was
definitely a worthwhile show.
The message was a little hidden,
but if you were able to keep your
eyes open and your mind alert,
which I admit was hard at times,
you picked up on the deep cultural
and societal themes that this play
voiced.
It continually asked where the
West had gone. Is the day of the
Western just a lost dream that has
been replaced by skyscrapers and
city streets? Or is there still hope to
get it back?
The story is of two brothers,
Austin and Lee, played by Nathan
Dore, who also directed the play,
and Bryan Dore.
Lee is a rugged man in love with
the "Old West," and Austin is a city
boy who shines as a product of the
"New West." These brothers lived
CAMPUS P1-1010 • ANNA-MARIA EASI1Y
Brothers Austin (left, Nathan Dore) and Lee (Bryan Dore) argue over whose screenplay is
superior during an intense scene of "True West." Nathan Dore both acted in and directed the
Sam Shepard play.
in their respective worlds, Lee in
the desert and Austin in the city, for
the past five years without too
much interaction. They then find
themselves living in their mother's
house while she is on a trip to
Alaska.
It was Odd Couple styling,
where the classic city boy meets
country boy, but with a little more
depth.
Austin is jealous of Lee for his
rugged lifestyle, while Lee is jealous
of Austin for his wealth and stabili-
ty. They switch roles several times
throughout the play. Lee tries his
hand as a playwright and Austin
turns to Lee's old trade of petty
theft.
In the end, it is their mother,
played by Mary McIntosh, who
reminds them what their individual
place is in life. The only other char-
acter in this play is Saul, a slick city
producer, played by Christopher
Franklin.
The contrast between the three
men is amazing. One scene stood
out as a great example of where the
West has gone. Saul stands at one
side of the table, with a suit and
gelled hair, while Lee stands at the
other side of the table with jeans and
a T-shirt. In the middle stands
Austin, the one in the city by
default, but longing to be in the
wild. He wears a yellow polo shirt
and khakis, but looks relatively fraz-
zled. One couldn't help but see the
transition from Old West to New
West standing at this table. The act-
ing was fantastic. Nathan Dore, a
veteran to the UMaine stage, stole
the show in the character of Austin.
At times he was sympathetic
and the audience loved him, but at
other points they were forced to
judge his irrationality. Bryan did a
good job as Lee, the louder and
more sympathetic character, but it
was still the other Dore who stood
out.
"True West" was an independent
production put on entirely by stu-
dents. The director's notes in the
playbill focus on the idea of theater
at UMaine and the need for more
students to participate to allow for
more shows like this to happen.
"More theater on campus would
be fantastic, wouldn't it?" Dore
wrote. "So get involved."
There were a few mistakes in
this play and it definitely had many
slow moments, but all in all it was
not a wasted trip to the theater. It
was a unique message with a very
"true to life" story. There was no
romantic love story and there was
no happy ending. The play began
and ended with conflict between
the two brothers, and this conflict
was never truly resolved. But, as
Lee points out, anyone can write a
love story, it's a true Western that
takes skill. And this was definite-
ly a true Western of today, a true
depiction of the True West.
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No wallflowers at Contra Dance for Hope
By Tracy Collins
Production Manager
There were no wallflowers at
the Contra Dance for Hope held
at Stewart Commons Friday
night.
Was there a wave of laughter
and hollering from more than 70
dancers every time Joe Dupere
called out "star left" or "hey
four" through his salt and pepper
beard? Certainly. Was there spin-
ning and twirling to inviting vio-
lin and foot stomping until mid-
night? Of course. Was there a jar
full of donations for communi-
ties in need in Nicaragua?
Indeed. But there was no still-
ness. Every person who wasn't
hand in hand and weaving
through lines of fellow dancers
was tapping his foot or doing a
dance of her own on the side.
"You used to never see me
dancing," Rick Eason, 46, of
Orono said, taking a break with a
moist brow. "I never would have
been inclined to go to one of
these, but when I was in college,
my roommate and I egged each
. other on to go.-
Now, Eason, an electrical and
computer engineering professor
at the University of Maine, and
his wife, Mary Anne, go to con-
tra dances about once a month.
"It's the order that magically
emerges from what seems like
should be chaos," Eason said,
while dancers on the floor
Mikilitatilided webs with their
arms.
COURIPSY PHO*10 • SARAH KENNEDY
It was all smiles for the dancers at Friday night's Contra Dance for Hope at Stewart Commons. The donations from the
event, totaling more than $500, will be given to La Esperanza Grenada, an organization that works to help underpriveleged
communities in Nicaragua.
Beginners learned basic steps
like the "ladies chain" and the
"swing" at the warm-up session
at 7:30 p.m. Dupere led the
group through the steps slowly,
reassuring the group that "it's not
rocket science, it's contra danc-
ing."
"I wasn't sure what) was
walking into,"'Tina Wel6F,Tien-
ior biochemistry major, said. "A
friend asked me to come, and I
thought it was going to be more
like waltzes and tangos, but it's
something more out of the movie
'Oklahoma!"
Contra dancing, similar to
line dancing, involves a series of
steps called by one individual.
Some steps, like the "do si do"
and the "promenade" are easy,
involving no more than a simple
turn around your partner or walk-
ing while holding hands in a cer-
tain way.
Other steps, like the "hey
four," in which a line of four
dancers weaves back and forth in
a move reminiscent of bees in a
honeycomb, tend to get more
complicated, but Dupere kept the
crowd in check.
"If you're really lost, just mill
around and swing again,"
Dupere called throughout the
night.
Dupere, a resident of Orono,
also calls the contra dances in
Orono every second Saturday.
By 8 p.m. the experienced
contra dancers had arrived,
including Jonathan Ives, 22.
See CONTRA DANCE on page 13
UM art museum director featured in photo exhibit
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
The acceptance letter telling
him his work would be show-
cased in an exhibition sat on the
desk for three days before he
opened it. He never predicted he
would be accepted, and he
assumed this particular letter was
strictly business.
"I had no expectations for get-
ting into the show," said Wally
Mason, the director of the
University of Maine Museum of
Art in Bangor and a UMaine
drawing teacher.
Before almost throwing the
letter out, Mason read it and real-
ized he had been chosen for the
Portland Museum of Arts' Art
Biennial.
"I was absolutely astounded
that someone would be that inter-
ested in the work," he said.
Mason said people used to
hate his work. To now have inter-
est in it amazes him, Mason said.
The Old Town artist lives with
his wife, Judith Fasso-Mason,
and his 9-year-old daughter,
Grace. His photographs will be
featured in the Biennial April 10
through June 1.
Mason is one of 70 artists fea-
tured. His four photographs are
among 132 works in the exhibi-
tion by established and emerging
artists in Maine or affiliated with
the state.
Last summer, 877 artists sub-
mitted more than 3,500 slides of
artwork that were considered by
three jurors.
Mason was one of the lucky
ones to be chosen.
Originally from Ohio, Mason
has been an artist for the past 30
years. He has taught art courses
at Western Michigan University,
the University of Vermont, the
University of South Florida, the
University of Idaho and current-
ly teaches two beginning draw-
ing classes a year at UMaine.
He enjoys teaching Drawing I
because generally his students
have never drawn before and it is
interesting for him to influence
them, he said.
"By the time they finish my
classes they really have an idea
of art. To me, that's really engag-
ing," Mason said.
Between teaching at the uni-
versity and working as director
of the museum, Mason has little
time left during the day for his
own artwork. This was one rea-
son he began taking photographs
strictly at night more than three
years ago.
He realized that making pho-
tographs was looking at how oth-
ers made pictures and that noth-
ing else made sense but to stare
at the night. He decided it was
more interesting to teach himself
to find a way to make a good
photograph when it is dark.
"It's very much about intu-
ition and that's very appealing to
me," Mason said. "Starting to
work at night just seemed to
make sense." Prowling at night
searching for objects to photo-
graph while everyone else is
sleeping is tempting to Mason.
"Most of what I photograph at
night is not very interesting dur-
ing the day, but at night it takes
on a completely different person-
ality," Mason said.
Time management is some-
thing the artist has learned since
he began taking photographs at
night. For the most part, he had
no spare time during the day.
"The way you make art is
somewhat based on the conven-
ience your life permits," Mason
said.
His photographs are generally
made with the absence of human
beings, not to be confused with
the absence of the human race.
He photographs what he consid-
ers the "residue of someone's
Ideas or existence."
Of his four photographs to be
showcased in the Biennial, two
were taken at his lake house on
Pushaw Lake and the others were
taken within 50 yards of where
he lives.
One photograph, taken at
Pushaw Lake, is of a house with
all the things that represent a
summer house by the lake, such
as clothes hanging on a clothes-
line, the lake and lights on in the
house.
"Everything seems kind of
normal," Mason said about this
photograph.
However, when looking a lit-
tle closer the photograph looks
skewed. A weird eerie blueness
appears on certain areas, he said.
"What you end up with is this
feeling that there's a life here,
but we have no people around
right this minute to live it,"
Mason said.
A second photograph submit-
ted for the Biennial is of two
houses at Christmastime. The
houses are run down and a light
See EXHIBIT on page 13
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UMaine students break cabin fever with Carnivale
By Angela Flandaca
Staff Reporter
Spring was in the air Friday at
the University of Maine's Spring
Fling Carnivale.
With ultra-loud music blaring
from radio station Z107's speak-
ers, people of all ages danced the
night away as they stood in short
lines for various fair-like games
and activities.
Held in the Field House, the
atmosphere was, in a word,
upbeat. Prizes included water
bottles, tic-tac-toe games, posters
and blow-up crayons — all the
essentials found at carnivals.
"I want to try that," one stu-
dent said, pointing to the jousting
game.
It was a competition where
two people, headgear in place,
stood on two small platforms and
attempted to force the other per-
son to fall into the inflatable mat-
tress by fighting with large poles,
"American Gladiators" style.
The jousting was next to the
inflatable jungle gym — fully
equipped with a slide, climbing
wall and tunnels.
One of the highlights of the
night — and also the activity with
the longest line of eager people
— was the Extreme Combo.
brought by Party People of
Milford, Conn.
One side was a rock-climbing
wall and the other was a bungee-
bounce activity, where people
were secured with ropes and
jumped from trampolines to
swing into the air.
The Foam Dance kicked off
at 9 p.m. and students were wait-
ing in line to get the party start-
ed.
"It looks cool," Holly Gumz, a
first-year student, said. "The idea
of dancing in foam is interest-
CANIPUS PHOI 0 • I 1 H GII MORE
Two students enjoy "American Gladiator"-style jousting at the Spring Fling Carnivale Friday night. Other activities includ-
ed laser tag, a climbing wall and a foam dance.
ing."
When asked why she would
want to jump into an inflatable
area with over-your-head foam,
another first-year student, Emily
Wolfe, said, "Because it's bub-
bles." It was also a good place to
train bad dancers since no one
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can be identified, she said.
Human bowling allowed peo-
ple to be strapped into a large red
ball and then rolled towards life-
size bowling pins.
"It was fun," Samantha
Perkins, a third-year student,
said. "It was very spinny. I defi-
nitely wouldn't want to do it if
you have a weak stomach."
Free temporary tattoos were a
big hit as well. Presented by Fun
Enterprises, Inc. from Weymont,
Mass., lots of paint and many dif-
ferent tattoo styles combined for
some interestingly decorated stu-
dents.
The company travels around
the Northeast to different col-
leges offering services, including
Old Western photos. Next week
the company heads to Florida.
"It's a ball," Chris Mantikke, a
Fun Enterprises, Inc. employee,
said. "You get to meet all kinds of
people. Everybody's here to have
a good time and you get to help
them do it."
The free old Western photos,
compliments of the Spring
Fling's sponsor Campus
Activities Board, went over well.
People stood in one of the long
lines of the night to be pho-
tographed wearing frilly dresses,
Union and Confederate Civil Wat
uniforms and cowboy hats.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
sponsored "A0Pie in the Face."
For $1 a pie, people slammed stu-
dent body president Matt
Rodrigue in the face with a pie.
"I did it last year, because it's
a chance to eat free whipped
cream and I get hungry at night,"
Rodrigue said, his face splattered
with white cream.
The sorority used the Spring
Fling to greater support its
national philanthropy for juvenile
arthritis.
"[Juvenile arthritis] affects a
lot bigger population than
heart disease or cancer. It
See CARNIVALE on page 13
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Hutchins Concert Hall
Maine Center for the Arts
The University of Maine
Sunday, May 4th • 6pm 8. 8pm
Tickets on sale now!
Box Office hours Mon. thru Fri., 9am to 4pm.
To order by phone, call 581-1755,
or toll free 1-800-MCA-TIXX (1-800-622-8499).
On line at wwwmcatickets.com.
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CONTRA DANCE from page 11
"Contra dances are the best in
Maine," said Ives, who traveled
from Vermont to attend the con-
tra dance. "There's the most
energy here, and there are moves
here they don't have anywhere
else."
When he first began contra
dancing in the seventh grade, it
was "confusing at first, but by
the end, I was hooked," Ives
said. "There's a hidden sensu-
ousness about it. It's a vertical
movement for a horizontal inten-
tion."
"A lot of what we do in our
lives is passive, like being on the
computer or playing video
games," Stephanie Kierstead, 51,
of Old Town, said. "Here, the
lights are on and you end up
dancing with everybody," said
the Fogler Library employee.
Thirty to 40 people usually
show up to contra dances in the
Orono area, but at dances in
Boston or Bates College, a
turnout of more than 200 is like-
ly, Sarah Kennedy, a third-year
international affairs major and
the organizer of the event, said.
Kennedy planned the contra
dance with Julia Monley under
sponsorship from the Dance
Club and with help from several
campus and community organi-
zations, including Residents on
Campus, University of Maine
Student Government, Inc.,
Spanish Club and Panhel. Area
businesses including Pat's Pizza
and The Chocolate Grille donat-
ed gift certificates for a raffle.
The donations, totaling
$521.65, are going to La
Esperanza Grenada, a non-profit
organization that works to help
underprivileged communities in
Nicaragua by providing scholar-
ships, reconnecting water lines,
encouraging economic develop-
ment and starting after-school
programs, according to Kennedy.
"I wanted to do something
different and fun, so people
would have a better idea of what
they're donating their money to,"
Kennedy said. "Especially now,
when we are faced with times of
such terrible international con-
flict, it is so important to extend
a hand of friendship to the global
community."
Kennedy spent a semester last
spring at the University, of Costa
Rica in San Jose and began
organizing La Esperanza
Grenada with others in Central
America when she observed the
poverty in Nicaragua during her
travels.
"La Esperanza Grenada has
been able to provide over 200
school children with scholarships
and basic school supplies,"
Kennedy said. "We have volun-
teers from Nicaragua and all over
the world that work directly in
the communities to help directly
aid and assess their needs."
Kennedy hopes to form a club
next year with the specific pur-
pose of raising money for La
Esperanza Grenada. She wants to
plan one contra dance per semes-
ter and organize a Spring Break
trip where club members will
travel to Nicaragua to aid the
community there, possibly by
building school rooms.
Donations can be made to La
Esperanza Grenada through
Sarah Kennedy, who can be con-
tacted on FirstClass or at 581-
6958.
"There were a lot of happy
faces here tonight, positive atti-
tudes and friendly people," said
Katherine Manchester, 16, of
Jefferson. "I'm probably going to
be talking about it for a while."
The next contra dance will be
Saturday, April 12 at the Orono
Community Center on the
Bennoch Road.
EXHIBIT from page 11
is causing unique shadows to fall
upon the house, making for an
eerie scene. There are no lights
on in either house, except for a
light in one of the basements.
"Hopefully what they do is
evoke something for you to think
about and hopefully fill in the
blanks with," Mason said. "I
guess what I want people to think
when they see my photographs is
'What just happened?' or
'What's about to happen?' If
that's what the photograph
evokes then I've done a good
job."
Mason chooses exotic scenes
that portray ways of life because
of his interest in traveling to dif-
ferent cultures, he said.
Prior to photography,
Mason's artwork was abstract
paintings. He finds photography
more interesting.
-Photography is a throwaway
medium. It's not out of the ques-
tion to make 150 shots and to pick
one. That's the beauty of it,"
Mason said. "Some might say
that's an awful lot of waste, but I
guess I look at it like that's a lot of
opportunity."
Opportunity is the meaning
behind Portland's Biennial. Many
of the artists who will be includ-
ed in this year's Biennial are peo-
ple Mason has not heard of
before. To him, this is a good
chance for new artists to emerge,
he said.
The Biennial also offers view-
ers a point of view of what may
be occurring in Maine artistically,
according to Mason.
"It's a very subjective snapshot
of a moment in the state, and I'm
very pleased they chose me,"
Mason said. "We should all applaud
institutions like the Portland
Museum of Art for doing things
like that."
It is part of the museum's mis-
sion to showcase Maine artists
and the Biennial is one way the
museum is able to connect to the
Maine community, according to
Liz Sheehan, a Biennial intern
for the Portland Museum of Art.
"It creates a record within the
museum," Sheehan said. "If you
look at it as a whole and go back
through the first Biennial to the
present, it really shows the dif-
ferent trends the artists are work-
ing on in Maine and beyond
Maine."
The diversity among the art-
work chosen for the exhibition
will amaze viewers, Mason said.
"There's a lot of incredible
artists who are sort of hiding out
in Maine that people don't know
about, so I think that's what will
be revealed," he said.
"It really becomes a conver-
sation among artists who are
affiliated with the state,"
Sheehan said.
From being honored in this
year's Biennial to taking photo-
graphs in the middle of the
night, Mason thoroughly enjoys
all that he does.
"It's an ideal life because I
see both sides of the coin,"
Mason said. "I shudder to think
about those folks who have aspi-
rations to work in art and cannot.
I'm just lucky to be able to do
it."
CARNI VALE from page 12
affects mostly women and
there is no cure," Liza
Deering, a sorority member,
said.
The sorority also manned
the cotton candy booth.
Most of the other Greek
organizations helped out at
the carnival to further
national philanthropies.
Other organizations
included the Maine Animal
Club and the popcorn booth
manned by the Institute of
Management Accountants.
Residents on Campus spon-
sored "Goldie Pong," a
game of throwing balls into
fishless fish bowls to raise
money for a conference in
North Carolina to teach
Resident Assistants and hall
governing board members,
according to Scott
Reynolds.
The night was a success,
according to those who
attended and those who
sponsored the event.
"It's a good thing some-
Largest Studio in the Bangor Area!
• We Will Match Local
Piercing Prkest
• 30% Off MI Tattoo's ($40 Minimums)
• Assorted Quality jewelry
• Best Prices Anywhere
• Painless Piercings & Tattoo's
• Custom or Store Tattoo's
• Disposable Equipment
• State Licensed
• Walk-ins Welcome
times to relive your child-
hood days," Joe Mollo,
director of Campus
Activities and Events, said.
"I was hoping there would
be a good turnout and there
has been. With finals coming
and the end of the year, it's a
good time to have fun and to
help raise some money,"
Rachyl Coakley, a CAB
member and director the car-
nival, said.
"If CAB can do some-
thing where students can
have a good time and it's
safe and free then that's
great, because we all pay the
university such a large
amount of money," Coakley
said. "It's my duty as a stu-
dent that if I can help my
peers to come out and have a
good time, then I'm doing
what I'm supposed to do."
Evolution mathematically impossible, says theorist
If it's tme that numbers
don't lie, then evolutionary
theory has a lot of
explaining to do.
Dr. William Dembski,
author of several books on
Intelligent Design Theory
and Associate Research
Professor at Baylor
University, will give a
lecture entitled Detecting
Design at 7:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 9 in
101 Neville Hall.
Dembski applies prob-
ability theory to the
information patterns
found in living organisms
to come up with a dis-
concerting result: many of
the systems of life in our
world evidently cannot
have been the product of
mere chance, but suggest
the intervention of an
intelligent agent.
Dembski's talk comes as
the third in a series of
annual talks on Intelligent
Design, a theory which
presents an alternative to
Darwinian evolution.
The National Research
Council, in its report on
the role of cryptography
(the science of codes) in
protecting information,
determined that a
probability of 10-94 is the
lower limit of possibility
for a chance event.
What this means is that
patterns which have such
a low likelihood of oc-
curence by chance have
most likely been generated
by the deliberate action of
an intelligent agent. In
cryptography, this is
useful in distinguishing
encoded messages from
random static.
In the biological world,
systems that boast such a
low likelihood offer an
enormous challenge to the
naturalistic hegemony of
modern science, implying
that there is more than
time and chance behind
human origins.
Referring to the reluc-
tance of the scientific
establishment to accept
these discoveries,
Dembski says that his
purpose is to free science
from arbitrary naturalistic
constraints that "turn
scientists into a secular
priesthood."
Dembski points out that
we routinely assume that
it is possible to distinguish
design from accident:
"Consider that the
Smithsonian Institution
devotes a room to ob-
viously designed artifacts
for which no one has a
clue what those artifacts
do. The meaning of those
artifacts is lost. This loss
of semantic information,
however, does not prevent
those artifacts from
signaling design."
This is a paid
advertisement.
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I FIND IT HARD TO
. . . MTH WORDS, To
DEFEND SELF. 'THEY
NOT TEACH ME" AT
HOmE SUCH THINGS.
1ZZ,
iks
You NEED
A CRASH
COURSE IN
EN&L.151-1. I
HAVE SOME—
THING .
by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
WeRSIoinS
LEX
HEY, FOREIGN Gut?! WHY DON'T
YOU HURRY IT ? WHAT Po
You THINK THI S IS, A
CommuNis-r- ERA PREAP LINE?
CAPTAIN RIBMAN Tele-Visions
-SUPPLY LINES
DISRUPTED WITH SOME
COALITION FORCES GETTING
ONLY ONE MEAL A DAY.
by phil flickinger (www.1-e-x.com)
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To pEnNe FREE
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Come and meet the
Design Director for
Cosrno Girl Magazine
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400,
UMAINE CLASS OF 185
Monday, April 7, 2003
4:00-5:oo p.m.
Informal Discussion
How to transition into the
REAL World:
Perspectives from
Ron Gabriel, UMaine Journalism
Alumnus
Sponsored by Lambda Pi Eta
Dunn Basement Floor Lounge
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Imprint clearly
5 Throw in cards
9 Paying
passengers
14 Equestrian game
15 African lily
16 Ward off
17 Lupino and
Tarbell
18 Cash drawer
19 "Lost Horizon"
director
20 Grows excited
23 Twaddle
24 Cleaned one's
plate
25 The Stunt Man"
star
27 Health haven
30 Still on the lam
34 Perfected
36 Goof up
37 Old-time
anesthetic
41 In a proper way
42 Clay, today
43 Sculptor Henry
44 Spyri heroine
45 Aral or Caspian
46 Custom
47 Catches in a net
50 Gat or heater
51 Poinsettia, e.g.
54 Chip scoopful
56 Pallid
57 Drug free
64 Make sense
66 Aphrodite's boy
67 Corduroy
characteristic
68 The best
69 Celeb's ride
70 Describe
71 Family car
72 Viewed
73 Payphone
aperture
DOWN
1 Classic saga
2 Hubbub
3 Quahog
4 Minor prophet
5 Assign to a
feedlot
6 Musical medley
7 Lounge around
8 Sub shop
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9 Accept
consequences
10 "Mogambo" star
Gardner
11 Camera-ready
proof
12 Actor Flynn
13 North or South
Carolina
21 Researching
22 Kind of bank?
26 Preminger and
Kruger
27 Persian ruler
28 "Rape of the
Lock" poet
29 Debate side
31 Discontinue
32 Van Gogh
location
33 Heep of Dickens
35 Church leader
38 Icy frost
39 Therefore
40 Marsh growth
48 Stag party
attendees
49 Phonograph
Solutions
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inventor
51 Trades
52 Chaplain
53 Voided
55 Ratchet latches
58 Allen and Blanc
59 Part of HOMES
60 Rotunda feature
61 Follow
62 Tarzan Lincoln
63 Fender mishap
65 Thurman of
"Batman &
Robin"
SEX
matters
A student from Cosumnes
River College wants to know:
I was wondering why I am so
addicted to sex. I have to have
an orgasm every day in order to
satisfy myself. I get really angry
if I don't have sex. I need sex to
relieve my anger. Please help
me! Is it normal to feel this way?
Mate, first-year
Dr. Caron's Answer: I think
lots of people find orgasms to be
a great way to relieve stress. It
sounds like you may be one of
those people. As far as calling it
an addiction, I am not sure 1
would jump to such a label. If it
feels healthy and normal for you
to orgasm each day, then great!
Just because you like something
doesn't mean it is necessarily a
problem. Having said that, I
guess the bigger question you
raise has to do with the context
of the orgasm--that is, your part-
ner. If you were talking about
enjoying mastuibation cacti day,
I would say not to worry ... but
you imply that this involves
someone else in a sexual interac-
tion. If this is true, how does
your partner feel about this? It
sounds like sex has become a
demand, rather than a mutual
experience of pleasing one
another. Is there an issue of need-
ing to prove something or reas-
sure yourself within the relation-
ship'? The response to no sex that
you label as anger (versus just
being a bit edgy or agitated) is
interesting and one I would
encourage you to explore with
someone one-on-one, such as a
counselor. Why anger? Looking
at the issue of anger seems like
an important place to begin that
conversation. Best wishes.
A student from Northlake
wants to know:
What is the percentage of sex-
ually transmitted diseases
(STDs) in college students?
Female, second-year
Dr. Caron's Response: Let
me start oft' by saying there are
nearly 15 million new cases of
STDs each year in the United
States and most (two-thirds) of
those occurring among those
younger than 25. Some
researchers have estimated that
among sexually active college
students, about one in three will
contract an STD by the time
they graduate. 1 also want to
point out that the United States
has the highest rate of STDs in
the industrialized world—it is
50 to 100 times higher than
other industrialized nations ...
Why'? Many people point to a
lack of prevention efforts (i.e.
lack of education about the dis-
eases and low condom use). Not
long ago, I heard a person from
the Centers for Disease Control
speak at a conference on this
very issue. They said that an
analogy for how the United
States is dealing with this issue
would be that they are scream-
ing "FIRE!" and everyone is just
sitting around ignoring them. It
is an epidemic. Just think about
the estimates of the number of
cases: Chlamydia, with three
million new cases a year, is as
common as the common cold;
Trichomoniasis: five million new
cases; Gonorrhea: 650,0(X) new
cases; HPV, which causes genital
warts: 5.5 million new cases a
year; Genital herpes: one million
new cases; Hepatitis B: 1000)0
new cases a year; and Syphilis:
20,000 new cases a year. I should
also point out that HIV is a very
teal and active problem on col-
lege campuses.
I am very concerned that
things are only going to get
worse before they can get better
due to our current administra-
tion's "war on condoms" —which
is trying to convince people that
condoms do not work. Take for
example what happened to the
Centers for Disease Control Web
site: A fact sheet on condoms
was removed and, eventually,
replaced by one that emphasized
that condoms may not work.
How could this happen in
America--that such misinforma-
tion could be allowed to
spread—despite cries from cred-
ible health organizations that
know condoms are our best
defense against diseases'? Until
we take our collective heads out
of the sand and really take a look
at the seriousness of the issue, I
don't see much hope for lowering
the rates.
By the way, such misinfonna-
tion about condoms will lead to
not only an increase in disease,
but also an increase in pregnan-
cy. Only when we are willing to
educate young people about the
seriousness of these infections,
and encourage all people who arc
sexually active to use latex con-
doms every time, will we sec a
reduction in the numbers.
Dr. Sandra L Caron is a pro-
fessor of human sexuality at the
University of Maine. Tir submit a
question to Dr. Caron or chat
with your peers, visit
www.College SexTalk.corn.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron,
2002.
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By Eric Russell
Sports Editor
The Boston Red Sox finished
their first two road series at Tampa
Bay and Baltimore last week and I
have just one word: bullpen.
Everyone in Red Sox nation
knew this would be a problem, but
did we really think it would come
this early in the season? A 5-2
record isn't bad after two series on
the road, but let's face it, we could
be 7-0. Both losses came on days
when ace Pedro Martinez was on
the hill. The Devil Rays and
Orioles are not exactly the
Yankees here. We need to feast on
the lower tier. Go after the throat.
Getting back to Pedro though,
how frustrating must it be for
him? Derek Lowe and Casey
Fossum both pitched mediocre at
best and still picked up wins.
Martinez has tossed 15 innings
and has given up just seven hits
and one earned run in two starts.
Yet, in the season opener with
Tampa Bay, the bullpen blew a 4-
1 lead in the ninth, and last Friday
night in Baltimore, Pedro gave up
one run over eight innings but his
team couldn't even get him one
run while he was in the game. A
word of advice to Red Sox hitters:
don't piss off Pedro this early in
the season. It's bad enough he
doesn't have a contract.
The bullpen may yet come
around, but this closer-by-com-
mittee nonsense has to go. It has
become the butt of all jokes
around baseball. You would think
a 28-year-old owner would take
the hint. He's a smart guy.
Alan Embree might be the best
suited for the closer role. He
throws the hardest. Give him a
chance. If he doesn't get the job
done, go with Ramiro Mendoza.
Just pick a guy.
Another word of advice
though: don't let Mendoza face his
former pinstriped teammates. The
Yankees would love nothing more
than to rough him up. It will serve
as a not-so-subtle reminder that
Boston has been reduced to sign-
ing New York's sloppy seconds.
Kevin Millar (.381 batting
average) and Jason Varitek (.471)
have been pleasant surprises with
the bat throughout the first seven
games. Jeremy Giambi (.105),
David Ortiz (.125) and Todd
Walker (.207) have not. Despite
scoring 55 runs in seven games,
the Red Sox are batting just .260
as a team. That has to improve.
Yankees' shortstop Derek Jeter
dislocated his shoulder on open-
ing day and is likely to miss a
month. That may be the best news
the Sox have heard all year. This
is when Boston needs to take
advantage and win a ton of games.
The Red Sox are in a position to
deliver the crushing blow to a
dying dynasty the Yankees built
throughout the 90s.
Of course, that sounds a lot
easier than it actually is. New
York still leads the Sox by a half
game a week into the 2003 season.
SOFTBALL from page 20
Earlier in the week, Smith rec-
ognized the offensive struggles
her team has been having.
"We have struggled offensive-
ly since coming back from
Florida, as we really haven't been
able to get into any kind of flow,"
she said.
The 1-0 loss is emblematic of
those recent offensive struggles
for the Black Bears. During a
five-game losing streak, which
began when UMaine returned
home from their Florida trip, the
Black Bears have only managed
one run.
The Black Bears' bats came
out of hibernation during the sec-
ond game, however, as they won
5-1.
The Black Bears shelled
Brown's starting pitcher, Marissa
Berkes, for eight hits and four
earned runs in her three and two-
thirds innings of work. The 2-0
lead after the first inning quickly
blossomed into five runs by the
fifth inning, and that was all the
runs the Black Bears needed to
push past Brown.
"If we can get some runs on
the board early, it should allow
our pitchers to relax and pitch to
their abilities as well," Smith said
before the games.
That seemed to be the case
when freshman pitcher Sarah
Bennis came through with a solid
outing behind the Black Bears
early offensive surge.
Smith certainly didn't expect
her team to crawl all over Brown
this weekend.
"They [Brown] are going to be
a fairly solid team — not over-
powering but pretty balanced,"
Smith said. "Either way, we need
to be at pretty close to full speed
in order to come away with these
wins. They will play us tough
and should make for some very
close games."
That proved to be the case this
weekend as the teams split the
series, giving the Black Bears an
11-11 overall record. Now the
Black Bears head home to take
on America East foe Boston
University Wednesday.
The Black Bears' home open-
er against BU will not only be the
first time the Black Bears will
play at Kessock Field this season,
but it will also kick off the
America East schedule for the
Black Bears. The 2 p.m. double-
header with the Terriers is the
first of 10 consecutive home
games against league opponents
for the Black Bears.
The Terriers were preseason
favorites to repeat as America
East champions. They boast the
reigning America East Player of
the Year, Jaime Haas, who last
year was the first freshman in
America East history to receive
the accolade. The sophomore
shortstop is batting a team-high
.370 and is tied for the team lead
in runs batted in with 11.
The Terriers also have the
recently named America East
Player of the Week, freshman
first baseman Liz Alley, and
Pitcher of the Week, sophomore
Julie Henneke.
e, twinkle little bear,
calls through midnight air.
the work and rest your head,
approaches, fatigue has fled.
GET YOUR DAILY 8.
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT
THE MAINE CAMPUS.
TicM neCampus
Classifieds
MISCELLANEOUS
Legal Services for
undergraduate- free
consultation. Service
of Student Governme-
nt. Office hours M-W-
TH. Call 581-1789. 1st
floor of the Union.
STUDENTS: WRITE
FOR PEACE AND 
WIN $500. Dorothy
Clarke Wilson Peace
Writing Competition
for Spring 2003, due
April 21. For topic
and details call Barb
Blazej, 581-2609 or
email on first class.
HELP WANTED
Bartender Trainees
needed. $250 a day
potential. Local posi-
tions. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 22
1000 Summer Camp
Counselor positions
available in the North
East and Michigan.
www.greatcampjobs.com
TOP BOYS SPORTS 
CAMP IN _MAINE! 
Play & Coach Sports-
Have Fun-Make $$.
Team & Individual
Sports, Watersports,
Hiking, Climbing,
Office. TOP SALA R-
IES, Free Room and
Board, Travel Allo-
wance
www.campeubbossee.com
or 800-473-6104
TRAVEL
Mexico/Caribbean $250
round trip! Europe $189
one way! Other world
wide destinations
cheap. Book on line
www.airtech.com or
212-219-7000.
Celebrity Spring
Break brought you by
StudentCity.com! Book
now and save up to
$100 on all
International trips.
Party like a rock star
with MAXIM maga-
zine,
and Jackass's Steve..
0. Call 1-800-293-1445
...for details,e mail
sales@studentcity,com .or
book online at www,s1u-
denicity.com 
FOR RENT
APARTMENTS FOR
FALL 2003. Efficiency
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 bedroom
apartments. No pets.
Call 866-7200.
3,4,5 Bedroom Apts.
yard parking. 6
Bdrm House
includes utilities
$300 pp mu a v e rent
469-7839
2,3,4 Bedroom Apts. in
Old Town. Heat and hot
water included. Call #
827-7231.
2.3.4.5 BR Homes avail-
able 6/1/03 Heat and 
electric included. Email
LonieQ.Pmaine fr.com or
call 878-9449,
Advertise in
The Maine
Campus.
Call 581-
1273
between 8:30
a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to
place your
classified
advertise-
ment.
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UM Woodsmen
brave elements
University of Maine
woodsmen member Dave
George (right) competes in
the cross-cut event at
Saturday's meet. Maggie
Burke (bottom left) gets
some encouragement as she
tackles the bowsaw event.
Becky Palmer (bottom left)
tries her hand at the bow-
saw as Adam Nicak looks
on.
The UMaine women's team
placed first among three
teams Saturday.
The men fielded a pair of
teams, with the A team fin-
ishing first and the B team
finishing close behind in
second place.
The UMaine Jack and Jill
team, consisting of three
males and three females,
took sixth place in the
meet.
Support
The College Fund.
Call 1-800-332-UNCF.
The Caller Fund/LACY
A gad bi sesitir Otto to Amor
CAMPUS PHOTOS • ALICIA MANCUSO
APARTMENTS FOR 2003-2004
EFFICIENCIES 1, 2, 3, 4
AND 5 BEDROOMS
CALL 866-7200
STUDENT TRAVEL
web Parker
and NOT
just online
London $577
Paris $401
Madrid $605
Brussels $440
Fare is roundtrip from Portland. Subject to change and availability. Tax not
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.
(800) 297.8159
www.seatravel.com!sic STA TRAVEL
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CAMPUS PHOTO • JULIE AI IFNI 'OFF
A University of Maine pole vaulter attempts to clear the bar during Friday's dual meet with the University of New Hampshire.
Some of the events, like the pole vault, were moved indoors due to inclement weather. The Black Bear women came away
with a narrow 92-82 victory over the Wildcats. Erin Lynn and Shira Panelli finished first and second in the event, respectively.
The Maine Campus
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Women's
Re su I t s:
100-meter dash:
Viktoitiya Rybalko (1)
Stephanie McCusker (3)
NM-meter dash: 
Sarah Dwyer (2)
400-meter dash:
Silvia Scaldaferri (3)
800-meter run
Amanda Virgets ( I )
Shannon Campbell (3)
1,300-meter run 
Heather Jovanelli (2)
5,000-meter run 
Suzanne Hussey (2)
1(X)-meter hurdles 
Kathryn Souviney (I)
. 4(X)-meters hurdles
Souviney (3)
High jump: 
Claire Poliquin (2)
Souviney (3)
Pole vault: 
Erin Lynn (1)
Shira Panelli (2)
Lone jump: 
Ryhalko (1)
McClusker (3)
Triple jump: 
McClusker (2)
Shot put:
Katie Page (I)
Discus: 
Page
Julie Williams
Hammer throw:
Williams
Javelin throw: 
Amelia Williams
Kari Jenkins
(I)
(2)
(I)
SIIeiiI Auction Aiddmise
Monday, April 14 • 6 to 9 p.m. • Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Items include:
Airline Tickets
Lift Tickets to Maine Mountains
Jewelry
UMaine Sports Memorabilia
Gift Certificates
Theater Tickets
. . . AND MORE!
To raise money for new equip-
ment and technology so that
we can better serve our readers.
Everyone is
welcome!
For more information, contact Michele Savage on FirstClass or at 581.1273.
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CAMPl. It )10 • ill IL All ENH(*1-
A trio of Black Bears compete in the 800-meter run Friday. UMaine men
Ryan Harkleroad, Ian Fraser and Jeffrey Oliver placed first, second and
third, respectively, in the event.
(AMI'l 1'11010 •jiI 11 Ai NI mil
University of Maine's Peter Gilbert hurdles his way to a second-place finish
in the 400-meter hurdles at Friday's meet. The men's team defeated the
University of New Hampshire 102-75.
Men's
Results:
I.5(X)-meter run:
(1)
(3)
Kenneth Savary
Godsoe
High jump;
(2)
(3)Edward Caron
Paul Ruppreeht
5.0(X)-meter run: Ouellette (2)
100-meter dash: Nolan Tobey (I) Scott Godsoe (3)
Robert Liguori Cl) 110-meter hurdles: Triple jump:
Nathan Holmes SavaryJoseph Shepard (2) (1) (2)
200-meter dash: David Cusano (2) Shot put',
Andre DubiosLiguori (2) 4(X)-meter hurdles: I )
Joel EvansJustin Bearce (3) (1) Discus:
Dubois400-meter dashi Peter Gilbert (2) (2)
Derek Semple (1) Pearce Creasman (3) Hammer throw:
Dubois800-meter run; Pole Vault; (1)
Jeremy Ouellette
Long jump:
Ryan Harkleroad
Ian Fraser
(1)
(2)
(3) Javelin throw:
(2)Cusano
CusanoJeffrey Oliver (3) (1) Ouellette (3)
Depression
is an illness-
not a weakness.
7 RE 47 DEPRESSION
gl Cause of Suicide
http://www.save.org
ART.
ASK FOR
MORE.
For more information about the
,mportanee of arts education, please contacf
www.AmeriamnsForTheArts.org
AMERICANS
**ARTS
Global Self-Storage
Serving Old Town, Orono, UMaine
and Surrounding Areas
ff. 176 Units
pa- Safe/Secure
Commercial or Residential
.... Keypunch Entry 8.
Gated Facility
OOP Fenced and Lighted
0.0. Clean and Dry
••• Security Cameras
Many Sizes from
6x5 to 10x30
40. Limited Number of Climate
Controlled Units Available
827-1001 
621 Stillwater Ave.. Old Town
(Ne\I itt i)atir Queen I
SS I sIONI..1 N I IN(, [AMA. R NII .% 1.1411A1)!
Team Results:
Men: UMaine 102
New Hamsphire 75
Women: UMaine 92
New Hampshire 82
tIEMEWN
rifIEM
ET'W
ERN.
vi Student Discounts
Professional Bartending Training
1 Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job
I Become a Talented, Socially
Conscious Bartender
,/ National Restaurant Association
Akohol Awareness Program
Great Part•time or Summer Job
LEARN TO SAM=
IN A WIESKINDI
Ei041V,IM.
WI New!
Space Is Undtisoll
April 11-13
Room 202
Shibles Hall
UMO Campus
1-800-11-CAN-111IX
www.universitybartending.com
Sports
Waning
Moments
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter
• Damn those Yankees. After
spending another offseason
throwing cash at free agents.
King George may have finally
gone off the deep end. The latest
word out of the Bronx is that, in
yet another effort to lx)ost his
team's postseason chances.
Steinbrenner has been involved in
negotiations with Tawnee
Katain's agent, hoping to add her
to the already deep Yankee
bench. "We've heard all about
her ability to hit left-handed
pitchers, veteran ones at that; her
stats speak for themselves. Our
hope is that she can also abuse
right-handers as well," said an
unnamed source close to The
Boss.
• Is the NBA season over yet?
I'm fairly certain that the league
has added games to the television
schedule just to prolong the
career of Michael Jordan. And
why not? The NBA landscape
has changed little since his last
"retirement" star-wise. The same
collection of all-game, no-brain
players are lined up to take over
Jordan's spotlight once he calls it
quits, but they lack his charisma
and his ability to communicate. I
have never seen anything quite as
compelling as Kevin Garnett
being interviewed by Ahmad
Rashad. What about Shaq? I
would rather be in a shark attack
than listen to Shaq speak, let
alone watch an in-depth "Inside
Stuff' interview where he and
Alunad walk around his house
talking hoop while Shag tries not
to bump his head on the door-
ways of rooms he doesn't
remember. There is a reason why
he only says three or four words
in both his Burger King (gotta'
have a whoppa') and his Radio
Shack ad — he's borderline
retarded. Isn't it funny how a
whole generation of basketball
players grew up wanting to "be
like Mike" and tbrgot the most
important part of the equation?
• Has anyone noticed the
Patriots' attempts to shore up
their defense? The previously fru-
gal, bargain shopping Pats have
loosened their purse strings a bit,
reeling in Rosevelt Colvin,
Rodney Harrison and Tyrone
Poole. They were at it again
before the week was out making
an offer to Seahawks' restricted
tree agent Cedric Woodward. It's
the second such offer the Pats
have made to a nose tackle in 10
days, signaling a possible switch
to a 3-4 alignment. Put the rest of
the AFC on notice, the Pats' D is
back.
The UMaine Woodsmen
were in action Saturday.
See photos on page 17.
Frigid weather can't tame Black Bear track teams
CAMPUS PHOro • )111 ll, Al I EN HUM
University of Maine's Leslie Rosa leads a pack of runners on her way to a fifth-place
finish in the 200-meter race Friday at the Beckett Family Track and Field Complex.
Black Bears Katie Page and Viktoriya Rybalko led the women's side with two individ-
ual wins apiece as the team posted a 92-82 win over the University of New Hampshire.
The UMaine men's team also won the dual meet by a score of 102-75 over the
Wildcats. Andre Dubois picked up a pair of wins in the shot put and hammer throw
for the Black Bears. See men's results on page 19, women's results on page 18.
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Softball
splits two
at Brown
Poor weather cancels
games against Harvard
By Jim Doughty
For The Maine Campus
Going into this weekend's
games against Harvard
University and Brown
University, University of Maine
head softball coach Deb Smith
said she hoped the games would
get her team's offense working
more consistently again.
Unfortunately, the women did
not show regained offensive con-
sistency until Sunday's matchup
with Brown University.
For the second time in a week,
UMaine had a series canceled
due to poor weather conditions.
Last weekend UMaine saw a
two-day, four-game series with
the University of Binghamton
washed away due to rain, and
this past Saturday had a pair of
games against Harvard
University was canceled because
of extensive snowfall in the
Boston area.
Fortunately, the Black Bears
were able to take the field against
Brown in Providence, R.I..
Sunday, but it looked as if they
were still stuck in the offensive
rut that has plagued them in
recent games.
The Black Bears stumbled to
a 1-0 defeat in their first game
against Brown. The game was
scoreless going into the bottom
of the seventh inning, but Brown
was able to pull it out when
freshman Jaimie Wirkowski,
sacrifice fly allowed teammate
Melissa Brown to score the
game-winning run.
see SOFTBALL on page 16
Lawson signs
with NHL team
University of Maine senior
men's hockey forward Lucas
Lawson signed a contract with
the New York Rangers of the
National Hockey League, Ranger
President and General Manager
Glen Slather announced Friday.
Lawson led the Black Bears
with 21 goals this season and fin-
ished his UMaine career just
seven points shy of 100 (50
goals, 43 assists).
The terms of the contract were
not disclosed, but Lawson will be
assigned to the Hartford Wolfpack
of the American Hockey League,
immediately.
Baseball team stays hot in New York
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine base-
ball team continued its road suc-
cesses this weekend with a pair
of wins against the Pace
University Setters in
Pleasantville, N.Y. Saturday.
The Black Bears' record now
stands at 14-6, and they ran their
winning streak against the Setters
to 15 games with a 5-1 win in the
early game and a 2-0 win in eight
innings in the nightcap.
In the first game, UMaine start-
ing pitcher Mike McDonald (3-2)
went the full seven innings, his
first complete game of the season,
with the help of strong offensive
performances by seniors Brett
Ouellette and Jesse Carlton.
Ouellette went 3-4 with a
home run and three runs batted
in, and Carlton added a pair of
RBI on a double in the third
inning.
Pace plated its only run in the
third on an RBI single by Paul
Bonaros. Patrick Stanley (2-2)
picked up the loss for Pace, toss-
ing six innings.
The second game was a pitch-
er's duel all the way, but
UMaine's Mike Collar came
away the victor with a sparkling
performance.
Collar's eight-inning, one-hit,
15-strikeout effort was just
enough for the Black Bears to
prevail in the late game.
Senior Joe Drapeau's two-out,
two-run double followed singles
from Brett Ouellette and Alain
Picard in the top of the eighth
giving UMaine the lead and giv
ing Collar all the runs he needed.
Pace pitcher Jim Smith was
equally impressive until the
eighth, when Black Bear batters
began to knock him around. IC
Pullum broke up Collar's no-hit
bid with a two-out single in the
third inning.
The teams played a double
header Sunday afternoon as well.
Results were not posted
